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HOLLAND CASE- SOLONS ARE
SCRAMBLING
FOR PLACES ON THE STATE
TICKET NEXT YEAR.
Wilftothe Up Today in the
Marshall Circuit Court
, BOTH SIDES ANNOUNCED..
READY FOR TRIAL.
1
Bo3gJudge Bradburn, of . .
is the Special j.
SPECIAL VIrefIRE OF
HUNDRED FIFTY MEN.
V1-4110
The Walter Holland killing case
oil go to'. trial at Benton today as
yesterday the prosecution and de-
Ii nse both announced ready for the
rvoring that will be entered into
just as soon as the eery is pro-'
cured. This decisiOn.wa 'reached at
Benton when, Judge tlitadburn, of
howling Get opened court as the
special judge and announced he
o as ready foe the litioatios. The
regular jury which has been trying
cases at Benton the past ten days
oas then offered for the Holland
•case, but the defense objected to all
oi them, and they were rejected, as
*he accused did not desire to try his
charge before a jury that had been
empaneled and worked ten days us-
der the regular circuit court Judge'
W. M. Reed, who is helping prose-
cute Holland, and who has to vacate
the bench and let a special judge try
the killing matte+.
All the regular panel being sworn
off, the judge issued a special venire
for to men, who are to appear St
Benton this morning, when work of
making up the jury from amongst
them will be entered irito and com-
pleted as quickly as possible.
As it took the sheriff and his
deputies all of yesterday afternoon
and late into last night to summon
these to men, Judge Bradburn ad-
journed court yesterday morning un-
til this morning, and then came to
this city where he spent the night
He goes back at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing and the lawyers then commence
drawing their jurors. It is believed
it will take until sometime tomor-
Vow to finish making up the jury as
Ate two sides will reject everybody
knowing anything of the case, and
also those being disqualified other-
wise.
Judge%Ames B: Garnett, of Cadiz,
arrived here yesterday afternoon to
assist Colonel John K. Hendrick de-
fend Holland, and they all go esat to
Benton this morning.
Yesterday after Judge Bradburn
adjourned over to today in order to
gore the sheriff time to summon
the special venire he and Messrs.
Hendrick and Reed came back to
this city, while Hon. Samuel Cross-
land remained at Benton, the latter
helping prosecute.
The poesenger.train coming from
Murray yesterday:oat-noon brpuoht
about teo people from that city to
attend the trial, either. as witnesses
Or spectators. The grentest• of in-
terest is being manifested, and the
lawy -.14 seem to thiels it will be the
midddle or last of next week before
the jdry brings in uoreport no:weer
SOO Witnesses are to be examined,
and it will take several-days:or com-
plete the argumerds, which ,will be
the greatest, ever held in this end
of the state, as the legal array linel
up on both .sides include the most
brilliant and eminent lawyers of the
ceituttri-o. 
-----
The several hundred visitors at
Benton'are being cared for at private
homes, on account of their being no
hotel for their accronmodation Once
-the Stillley House burned several
weeks ago. It was the only regular
hostelry there.
•
HIGHER LICENSE FOR OHIO
More Passes Bill Making Saloon
Tax S0000 Instea4 of $350.
Ool with us, Co, Sinrch 14—The
house thie evening by a vote of 66 to
.46 pae.sed the Aikin bill increas-
ing the Dow tax' e,tenipeSsed
-capon saloons from $35o to
Bioko. A spirite3 contest was waged
by the opponents of the Measure and
It received only five votes more than
a •constittitional Majority.
The passage of the bill is attrib-
uted, largely to the recent riots in
Springfield, which resulted in a peti-
tion being sent to the legislature by
the people of that city urging that
the Do* tax be increased toOttocio
on the belief thae the MietelEr tat
would eradicite many small dives.
The hill goes to the senate.
The Close of Legislative Session
Finds Much Political Gossip
As to Future.
1 Frankfort, Ky., March 13.—Theowe Letislature has brought forthabout a dozes candidates for state
offices, of which the most interesting
is the pressure being brought AO bear
on R. W. hailer to run for eievernor
on an anti-administration slate.
It has been rumored for several
days that Me. Miller was being
groomed for the place, and today he
admitted that he had received flatter-
ing offers of support if he would
melee the race, but that be had not
by any means decided to do so: nor
had be relinquished his desire to run
for congress is the Eighth district.
"Of course," be said, "10 man in
public life would decline such a nom-
ination if it were tendered him."
Several other members of the two
houses seek state offices. Senator
George liickknan, who served as gov-
ernor three days. will probably be a
candidate for lieutenant governor.
J. S. Morris and Mr. MeLean, of
the House, are spoken of for att&-
ney general. No one has done more
intelligent ant) painstaking work On
the revenue and Taxation bill dean
Morris and McLean, and one of thole
ought certainly have ,been the chair-
man of the committee. They are re-
garded as two of the finest constitu-
tional lawyers in the state, and their
friends are urging them to run for
the place. •
Representative Henry C. Stiller is
being urged for superintendent of
public instruction. Ar. Sheilman,
who has been designated by his
friends "the watch dog of the treas-
ury," and is chairman of the com-
mittee on appropriations, has been
put forward for state treasurer, but
his record as chairman of the com-
mittee will melee against him rather
than for him His opponents charge
that he attempted to throttle some
of the most important appropriation
bills, and succeeded in killing the
Jamestown Exposition bill, which
nearly every member of the house,
and nearly every Kentuckian, is in
favor of.
Senator Harbeson is slated for the
new circuit judgeship in Kenton
county, and M. M. Redwine was un-
til a few days ago slated for the new
judgeship in the Thirty-second Judi-
cial district. but a rumor which be-
come prevalent today says that he
has been sidetracked and that one
condition of the appointment of D. B.
Redwine on the Board of Control
was that Of. Ml. Redwine relinquish
his claims to the circuit judgeship.
and that Dr. Redwine resign as sup-
erintendent of the Lexington asylum.
How true this rumor is can not, be
learned, but it sounds plausible, as
the Redwine influence could be se-
cured through the appointment of D.
R. Redwine, and this would give two
other fat vacancies to be filled' by
appointment of the governor.
Senator J. Embry Allen has been
mentioned as a possible appointee
for adjutant general, made vicant by
Percy Hely being appointed on the
board of coptrol.
While 'there are several members
of the legislature that have been
urged to run for congress, notably
Senator Ben Johnson, who is assured
the nominationoiothe Fourth dis-
trict, Senator Jack Chinn is a prob-
able candidate in the Eight% district,
beit inasmuch as his vote will be
needed to elect Gov. Beckham to the
senate two years hence he may be
prevailed upon to retain his seat in
the senate.
The tip that Dave Smith will be
an anti-administration candidate rot
governor is not seriously regarded
by the delegation from the Fourth
district, but a ne* tip is out today
that Judge S. W. Hager will b.- side-
tracked in favor of 011ie James. It
is known that James could have been
the administration candidate for sen-
ator, but believing that Blackburn
had the race cinched be cieclineO to
run. It is now argued that judge
Paynter could deliver all the votes
of hls district that Judge Hager
could, and that a strong man from
Western Kentucky is needed as the
candidate for governor:
Mlessre. Southall and Arnett today
sectwed petitions from every Re-
publican and Democratic senator and
representative .ificloYeing Henry Law-
rence forretant genersf-to succeed
Percy Ha . The petitions 'were
handed to Gee. eckhario and Mr.
Lawrence's appointment is practically
assured.
NELSON SUCCESSI4ULY PEOPLE HAVE
DEFENDS CHAMPIONSHIP TO PAY $1.00
Philadelphia, Pa., Nearch
was able to land a
lenockout tonight in the dightwieght
battle between Battling Nelson, he
champion, and Terry McGovern,
former champion. The battle went
the full six rounds and was fast from
the start. In the third Nelson had
McGovern all but out.
Although there was to be no .de-
cision, the -laws of Philadelphia not
permitting it, the referee unofficially
decided that Nelson won on points in
order to settle bets. Nelson wets
Terry's master at all stages and ;t
was evident that he could not have
lasted much longer.
Not in the history of the prixe ring JUDC7 
has the receipts for a six-round fight
equalled the sum received for to-
nights fight. President Edwards, of
the club, estimated that $2o,000 had
been realizedk and probably more.
Ail seats were sold. 'A few in the
hands of scalpers commanded $20
each. Six seats brought $300, being
bought in 'the third row by John W.
Gates the tiroker.
The fighters got 75 per cent. of
the receipts, of which
as per cent and Terry
"Jack" McGuigan, of
club, octet as referee.
Nelson gets
30 per cent.
the National
SUBCOMMITTEES START
WORK FOR ;CHAUTAUQUA
The work of today ,and tomorrow
will doubtless decide whether or not
the spring Chautauqua is to be given
here, like is desired by all of the
citizens and Mr. James Shaw, thz.
Bloomington, Ill., man who came
here to work up the affair which is
like those that have beep conducted
so Oaccessfully by hhim over *se
country. Yesterday at the confer-
ence with him by citizens of the com-
munity a committee of Messrs. John
S. Blecher, Charles Thompson, Harry
Meyers and Chartes Weille,.was se-
lected to take charge 'and see what
could be done. This executive body
chotie eight-sub-committees of two
members each, the combined selec-
tions to visit the business men today
and see what can be done towards
holding the gathering. This even-
ing another session will be held with
MO. Shaw and it seen what success
has been attained.
It will take something like gt,800
to give the chautaqua, at least this
is the amount the committee wants
to see pledged in some manner before
they &finitely decide to give the
event. In going about this they
want to arrange for haw season
tickets to others and in that manner
These season tickets have ten
coupons, good one for each of the
ten days the chautauqua will con-
tinue. Although the season tickets
go at this reduced figure, still the
general single admission is twenty-
five cents.
Today these kommittees selected
will canvass thoroughly all parts of
the city and see what can be done
towards securing chautauqua mem-
bers who are made such by taking
one of the season tickets, or as many
as they desire. They can re-sell the
tickets to others' and i ntkat snansier
held build up the prospective success
of the gathering.
Chautauqua* are the most &event-
ing, morally and intellectually of any
gatherings held in the country, the
idea of 14.,Shaw has followed the
promoting business in this line for
years, being to have celebrated, men,
such as VOiiiilits Jennings Bryan,
great statesmen and able lecturers to
come here and deliver addresses that'
will be interspersed with different
social and entertaining features. The
gatherings generally hold ten days,
and if things succeed, here it will be
given sometime during Jane at Wal-
lace patio
With several hundred season ticket
members working for the success of
the affair there is no doubt but what
it will prove everything expected. Mr.
Shaw explained yesterday that after
the first year they generally have to
place tents upon the grounds to
house the thousands of outside peo-
ple attending, the success attained is
of such magnitude. He sees no
reason w4y'this city shoult not have
successful events of this character,
and is lending his every effort in the
premises. He is rentimerated upon a
percentage ,is for his services, that
, consist of making an arrangements
4 complete foe appearance here of the
different national characters and
other pronsinent personages.
Cluottauquas over the country have
rebounded Veil* to the moral, com-
mercial and financial welfare of the
respective cities, and it should' be
encouraged as much as possible by
all Paducaluns as it goes a long ways
tov;ards,hel,ping build up a town and
place the city conspicuously before
the entire world.
DROP IN PRICES
OF CHICAGO TRACTION
sTociik PRLLOWS COURTS
DIOOLOION.
Small Holders Make General Rush
to Unload—Wrath .Among
the Brokers.
Chicago, March 14.—Prices of the
Chicago traction stocks suffered se-
verely today on to-oh the New York
and' Chicago stock exchange. In
-tte-vr rorkothe-OettO of Union Trac-
tion common stock broke almost in
half, dlropping from t14 to 714.
The preferred stock which closed last
night at 46, declaimed to 30. West
Chicago showed a decline of fifteen
points from a close of 55 last night,
and North Chicago seas down twen-
ty-three points. There were no sales
of the stock of the Chicago City
Railway company yesterday, and the
last quotation prior to the opening
of the stock exchanges today was
attributed to the rush of small hold-
ers, who desired to get rid of their
stocks at almost any price.
A wrong interpretation placed on
the first reports of the supreme court
decision aroused much wrath among
local brokers today. Several prom-
inent brokerage houses were thrown
completely on the wrong track by the
first reports which declared that the
decision was in favor of the com-
panies. The amount of money in-
volved was not great, but from the
flood. of angry and perplexed mes-
sages which were rained on Chicago
broker's today, it was evident thatto
great many people hid been sadly
uernleted by the detision. • It is es-
timated by local financiers that the
decision of the supreme court has
wiped out franchises belonging to the
Union Traction company valued at
anywhere flout $60.00cosoo to $85,0000
"co.
CHICAGO ItIOHEALLS TO SOAR
Saloon Keepers Expect to Shift Bur-
den of High License to Patrotts.
00•0•=40.00
Chico*, 14., March i4.—The
saloon skeeper;lteve :declared they
were not,shorliof their power when
1;et way of
se filwas. iocreased. They
think t quic 644 Ore
their,.
convincing .vo s they are 'not pow-
erless i te increase the cost of all
drinks. .
At a se et meeting of the Liquor
ekes'. eteteive yes-
terday the tollokeing rules practically
were adopt* Whisky 15 cents a
drink, abolidon of the to-cent drink
in the outlying districts, all mixed
drinks ts clots - straight, abolition of
the ts*O-for-a-qilarter price (this
1PP1les to gin fizets, highballs, cock-
tails, julep., whisky furs), abolition
of the free:tench counter, one pretzel
with one glass of beer, three pretzels
with two glasses, abolition of the
schooner, o glare to hold more than
six ouncest. growlers to be filled at
the rate of to cents a pint instead 01
5; an ironeclad rule preventing bar-
tenders kern treating.
"Oh, we'll show 'ens," said one
saloon proprietor. "It won't be
necessary for us to go out and solicit
votes to down the aldermen who
voted against us. Jerst wait until the
new schedule goes into effect and
there will be plenty of howling."
Clal101ine Advanced.
.Cleveland, 0.; Morch to.—The
Standard Oil company today ad-
vancethe prices of gasoline half
cent r gallon. Deorderrized stove
,
gasonfte IS now uoted $1. 12 cents
gAlon; 74 to 76 dediees gasoline.
14% cents, and varnislimakers and
painters' naptha all -half a cent.
— ••-•
SPECIAL LEVY IS CONSTI-
TUTIONAL.
•
His Decision Compels Marshall
County Male Residents Pay
$t For County Road Pur-
poses.
Judge W. M. Reed, of the circuit
court, yesterday announced that he
bad at Berfton decided the injunction
suit of John C. Garner against David
Reeves in favor of the defendant.
He disposed o fthe litigation before
adjourning his court at Benton Tues-
day. This means the people of Mar-
shall county will have to pay $t es-
cry year towards the county road
fund, or work the toads themselves,
or furnish a substitute.
hi 44arbliall county every male in-
hab....sa of the age of twenty-one
'years, ;s as,,essed $1 whic'n goes into
the fund, out oi which is maintained
the county roads. Mk. Garner and
others cliam this spc -jai levy is un-
constitutional, and that the law pro-
vides this road tax be included
with the regular county tax fixed
by the fiscal court.
This law about the special tax is
that if the party does not pay the
$1 exacted, the sheriff shall levy up-
on his goods and sell them. In or-
de rto bring the matter to a test Mr.
Garner refused to pay the $1 and
David Reeves, was then sheriff, this
being his last year, levied on Gar-
ner's goods, and advertised them for
ieele, in order he could make the
'dollar, Garner titan got an injunc-
tion against Reeves, the judge issu-
Ug several weeks since, a temporary
restraining order to prevent the sale,
this temporary order holding good
rntil the court eoeld bete Vitt" -
plication for a permanent injunction.
The judge took up the latter feature
of the case and Tuesday Tendered his
decision, whicch is that the male in-
habitant, of that cotfttty shall pay
the $t which he claims is COTtatitu-
tional. and the full provisions for same
is made, in the statutes which pre-
scr;bes that this assessment can be
made and payment compelled, if the
parties do not work the roads them-
selves, or furnish a substitute to do
so.
/sir. Reeves went out of office as
sheriff the first of this year, but has
to wind up all the unfinished busi-
ness strated during his tenure. He
says that ne will give Garner until
next week to pay the $1, and of it
is not done, sell the property, that
is if Garner and the others do not
carrry the matter to the appellate
court, where the yclaim they will
take it.
WEAPONS.
GALORE
OFFICERS HURLEY AND SM.
GERY RUN INTO SMALL
ARSENAL LASTNiGHT,
Officers Hurley and Siiegery broke
up a little crowd that was raisig some
disorder-lest evening -out at the
Union ,rkpot. Cleveland. Weakley,
white, was 
-locked up on the charge
of disorderly conduct, while Brady
Murdock, white, was locked up on
the charge of carrying concealed
weapons, a pair of brass lanucks, and
a sharp razor being found on his
penman. Harry Sanford, colored, was
incarcerated on the same charge, that
of carrying concealed weapons, a big
revolver being found on his person.
Child Located.
Yesterday Detective Moore located
in St. Louis, Clothilde,Melean, a five
year old colored child being sought
by Minnie Clark, of Milan, Tenn. It
eeenras Rosena Wilson, geandenother
of the child, died here some weeks
ago on .Oackson, between Seventh and
PALMA streets. The ehild lived with
the grandmother, and on death of the
latter, Dixie Wilson, colored, took
the little one to St. Louis to live.
l'sdinple Clark, sister of the dead
grandmother, wants the child, but,
being unable to locate it, wired ae-
tective Moore from Milan,`and
slueth yesterday found the /chilo in
St. Louis, and notified the tlark
woman to that effect.,
STREET CLEANING
Report Was Submitted But
No Action Taken.
AS PRESIDENT NOHLE
WAS OUT OF THE 
-CITY.
Board of Works in Regular Session
and Meet Again This After-
noon,.
MA.KE TEST CASE BY
GRAVELING HAMPTON AVE.
The creation of a street cleaning
department by the city govermnent
was again before the board of public
works yesterday afteenoon daring
their regular welair*P‘I>tit
the question was iitid-VSVer 'Instil
today when an adjourned session will
be conducted by than betdy to"Whiel
up considerable business pending.
Only ewo members, •Meisars. James
L. Wilhelm and John G. Rincliff,
were present yesterday, while Prsi-
'tint Ed P. Noble returned last night
from Chicago, and will be present
for this afternoon's gathering.
The question came, up yesterday
when there was submitted a report
from Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott.
who was dieected by the boOrd a
week or two ago to get up infor-
mation and data for use of the board
in arriving at the conclusion as to
wheter the departnaent shall be,otte-
ated and conducted by the munipcial-
ity, or whether the city will continue
doing like at present, firnia.h all the
cleaning apparatus, and let the con-
tract to private parties who supply
Use teams to pull the outfit, and tbe
drivers, together with those *Ito
come along behind the sweopeelliiinel
scrape up into the carts the dirt that
is hauled away. _;fshmer.,74;;;Siglitahr;
and included much detailed eillith.
that will be O irotigtlyoloots over to-
day and posidlly somenOcisIon Mit
rived at.
The streets and gutters of Row-
iandtown are quite dirty, and need
cleaning, which Street Inspector Al-
moo Elliott was ordered to do.
The people residing along Farley
street in Meehanicsbatg 
lite de *of putting ganito.i.:1- Watei tentsdew':
on both sides of that street, and sato
their request before the board. At
no sidewalks have ever been built
along that thoroughfare, it ,was or-
dered that the abutting propetto
owners make their wishes to the
board of works, with a petition sign-
ed by the requisite number of parties
owning property on each side of the
thoroughfare. As no walks have
been built heretofore this geanitaid
would be an original improvement,
therefore, has to be .petitioned for by
the .property holders. The state leg-
islature. that adjourned Tuesday
passed at law letting second class
cities order street improvements in
just whatever manner they deem ad-
visable, but this law does not be-
ceme operative for some weeks yet
Liveryman James Glauber, of
Third and Washington street. .110
been letting vehicles be driven acroSS.
thc concrete sidewalk leading into
beside his stable. He has been do-
ing this, despite the Net no drive-
way leads from the back Went
acioss the sidewalk to private preps
city. To get over the, pavement
curb he has placed platIleltOrtn the
gutter. so as to graduate the dist-
ance up form the street it, the top of
curb, and thereby prevent the lat-
ter front being crushed or brokers
like would occur without the plank3.
There being no driveway for use of
the pavement here, and it being
agiinst the city ordittanees to drive
where no driveway exists, the street
inspector was directed lay the board of
works to see the city soncitot and
lascertain if this act of LiverytiseoGlauber's is a violation of the kage.then if it is and the liveryman illsesnot discontinue the practice get emu-
rants for him and prosecute.
Street Inspector Alonzo EllUote in-
formed the board of •works that he
had picked Hampton avenue frorn
the Cairo road to North Twelfth
street ' as the thoroughfare to be.
graded and graveled, anst then the'
labotting property owners made to.Pa* for the work. This is to IS*ebbe and ,then if The people ownintsperty abutting the new street-45'/
sin payment of the cost the matter
can be gotten into the courts. and
tested legally: Hampton avenue lies
in Worten's North Stele addition ' to
(Continued on Page Elgitt.),
0
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ON BLACK LIST
BRYAN IS BARRED FROM
HEARST'S PAPERS
'TIS SAID.
Friendship Between Two Presidential
Aspirants Reported to be
Broken.
Chicago, March 14.-A break with
a surprising sequence, it was learned,
has occurredl in the former dose
friendship between William Jennings
Bryan, twice Democratic nominee
- for president, and William Randolph
Nearat, energetic seeker of the nomi-
nation.
As a result; the name of Mr. Bryan
still regarded by thousands as the
Democratic leader, has been barred,
it is said, by Mr. Hearst, who aspires
to be the leader, from appearance in
any of his newspapers.
This state of affairs has caused
resentment enticing the numerous
Democrats who admire Mr. Bryan.
The resentment has been made
strong by the fact that Mr. Hearst
apptaled to the Democrats in the last
convention to nominate him to the
place on the ticket that had been oc-
cupied by, Mr. Bryan, and made his
appeal particularly to lase element
in the party who acknowledge Bryan
as a leader.
In the opinion of Mr. Bryan's
friends Mr. Hiearst's action has
been inspired by feelings of personal
jealousy alone.
Mr. Bryan, says these men, is rec-
ognized by Hearst as the man whom
he will have to 'defeat if he is to be
nominated for Bresielent at the next
Democratic National Conveption.
FATHER GAPON IS
UNDER ARREST..
Enemies Declared he Arranged Mat-
ter to Give Appearance of
Being Persecuted.
St. Petersburg, March 4.-Father
Gapon was arrested on the eve of the
inquiry demanded by him into the
scandal involved in the charge that
his labor organization was subsidize.]
by the government.
M.. Timiriareff, Minister of Com-
merce, in an interview, exonerates
Father ..7apon from all blame, declar-
ing that he is an idealist and a man
of force, and acquitting him of re-
ceiving any money given by tl-e gov-
ernment to M. Mlatushenski, M.
Gapon's former assistant. Neverthe-
less, his enemies intimate that Gapon
arranged the arrest because he feared
revelations and desired to throw dust
in the eyes of his followers by giving
himself the appearance of being per-
secuted by the government.
Policyholders' Chairmanship.
Baltimore. March lg.-Bernard N
Baker, President of the Union Trust
,..Company of this city, announced
Monday that he has accereed the
chairmanship of the Mutual Life In-,
surance Comparjr.4 policyholders
with the provision .-hat he
will have the active co-operation of
Stityvesant Fish of New York. He
said further that he would like to
have his acceptance of the chairman-
ship considered as temporary. as he
is anxious for Mr. Fish to be the
permanent Chairman, he being more
familiar with the business of the Mu-
tual.
•
SETTLES WITH THE BANK.
Former President of the Western
National Pays Back $47,000 Lost
Through Him. .
Louisville. Ky., March 14.-Wt. B.
Smith, the former President of the
Western National Bank, who is
under indictment in the Federal
Court for embezzling the bank's
 Imeasummionemitinesella% 
THREATENED RENEWAL
OF JEWISH OUTRAGES
31E1 4, •
•
'Berlin, March 14.-Jewish massa-
cres in Russia exceeding in horror
all previous slaughters of the kind
threaten at any hour to convulse
humanity afresh. This was the
declaration which Dr. Paul Nathan,
Vice-President of the Central Jewish
Benevolent Association of Germany,
made at 'the annual meeting of the
society in Berlin.
Dr. Nathan has just returned from
an extensive trip through Russia
where he went to establish local com-
mittees for the distribution of $5oo,-
000 raised by the Jews of America
and Europe.
Saw Witte.
His interviews with Prettier Witte
and M. Durnovo, Minister of the
Interior, left him utterly hopeless for
the future of the Jewish problem in
Russia which, he is convinced, the
government desires to solve only
through the medium of a murderous
extermination. • •
Dr. Nathan caused a sensation
when he produced a circular recent-
ly addressed to the soldiers in Odessa
authorizing them to "cn14sh the trait-
ors who are overthrowing the gov-
ernment of the Czar and- substituting
a Jewish empire."
Passed Censor.
This circular emanated from the
printing office of the Russian official
staff and was officially passed by the
censor. Dr. Nathan closed his ad-
dress with a passionate appeal to the
Jewish money powers of .the world
to refuse the fresh loans which Rus-
sia is seeking.
"The chief purpose of the Douma,"
he said. "is to hoodwink the people
of foreign countries into believing
that a popular form of government
is to be established, so that the mon-
ey supply from abroad may be un-
checked. Every banker in the world
whether Christian or Jew, who sanc-
tions loans to Russia, will be an ac-
complice in a carnival of mnrder,
robbery and outrage and the perpetu-
ation of the rule of the knout and
saber, which contiane3 to be substi-
tuted for taw. Russia's borrowing
capacity needs to be arrested, not
.only for humanitarian but for busi-
ness reasons, for she is already
bankrupt to the core."
Incontrovertible evidence was
gathered by Dr. Nathan showing
that the still reigning reaction has
saccessfullr scared og the candidates
for the Doutna suspected- of liberal-
ism. -The prosecution in some cases
has gone to the etitreatle tirdriviag
the candidates oat of the 'country.
CHICAGO TO HAVE
A UNION CEMETERY
Chicago, March 14.-It will soon
be possible in Chicago for union men
to die and be burned under "thor-
oughly union" conditions. The last
chapt r in the union book of life is
a "union cemetery." Under an im-
pulse given by the joint Cigarmakers'
Union of the city, the movement took
practical shape Sunday, and within
a month or two a plot of ground
large enough for 5,oco graves will
have been acquired.
The burying ground will be re-
served strictly for unionists. No
other person may be burned there.
The cigarrnakers have appropriated
$t5,0oo from their treasury to carry
out the schtnie The,y do not intend
I to keep the cemetery for the benefit
of members of th •r own trade, but
will throw open tl e gates of the
burying ground to the other unions
of Chicago. It is expected that the
rest of the 750 labor organizations
of the city will join heartily in the
plan.
funds and making false entries, has
refunded to the bank officials $47,000
which is said to be practically the
total amount lost through Banker
Smith's methods. The settlement
so Assistant District Attorney M. H.
Thatcher states, does not affect the
criminal charges against Mr. Smith.
His case was passed until the Octo-
ber term of the United States Court
Monday, as neither side was ready
to go to trial.
In making a settlement with the
officals of the Western National
Bank, Mr. Smith pd $10.000 in cash
and in lien of the remainder, trans-
ferred deeds to mow acres of land in
Monroe and Phillips counties. Ark.
It had been known for some time
that Mr. Smith would tender the of-
ficials of the bank the amount of
money lost through his alleged defal-
cations, and' that the titles to his
property were being examined so as
to prepare it to be turned over to the
bans.
Supreme Court Refuses
Writ of Habeas Corpus.
Boise, Idaho, March 14.-The su-
preme court has refused a writ of
habeas corpus for Mloyer and Hay-
wood, Charged with the murder of
former Governor Stennenberg and
ordered them remanded to jail to
await their trial.
Federal Judge Evans
Given a Surprise.
The feature of the first day's ses-
sion of the spring term of the United
States District Court for the Western
district of Kentucky was the presen-
tation of an excellent likeness of
Judge Walter Evans, the Presiding
I Judge, on behalf of Mr. AflieW. Ro-
nald, clerks of the court. The like-
ness was hung in the coact room on
the Chestnut street side of the Fed-
eral building, which is the room
which Judge Evans now occupies
when holding sessions of the District
Court.-Louisville Post.
Tillman's Report
On Hepburn Bill TharadaY
Washington, D.C. March 14.-Sen-
ator Tillman expects to present his
report of the Hepburn bill tomorrow.
It will contain over 5,000 words.
The Democrats are trying 'o ar-
range for a conference in the mat-
ter. Speeches were made yesterday
afternoon on the general subject of
rate regulation
Four Year Terms for . Congressmen.
Washington, March 14. - The
House Committee on the election of
['resident, vice president and repre-
sentatives in Congress has agreed to
make a favorable report on a bill by
Representative Norris, of Nebraska,
providing for the ,extending of the
term of members of Congress to four
years and for the election of Senators
by popular vote.
Some authors' originality is due to
their persistency in misquoting
others.
Nearly all great orators and auth-
ors use words that are smaller than
their ideas.
qm• 
The Jacksonville team will report
about April 9.
Frank Wallace, of Newton, who
use dto pitch for the Effingham base-
ball club, has signed to pitch for
the Vincennes team in the K. I. T.
league. Frank is a left-hander, and
a pretty good one, but he will hardly
be able to stand the pace in the Kit-
ty.-Eftiingham Record.
The line-up of the Mattoon Hypens
to date is as follows.
Catchers, Al Sehissell, Indianapolis,
and "Nig" Langdon, Charleston;
pitchers, Clyde Holmes, Hillsboro,
Ind.; W. C. Diehl, Frankfort, Ind.;
Charles Nielcis, Indianapolis; first
base and catcher, Manager Berryhill;
shortstop, R. E. Armstrong, Terre
Haute, Ind.; outfielders, Winfield
Pickering, Olney, Ill.; "Pete" Vance,
Crawfordsville, lad.; third base,
Lawrence Doyle, Troy, Ill.
The Cairo Bulletin says the roster
of th u,B( ahrdldetaoinhrdlou
of its team is:
Pitchers, Oscar Way, of last year's
**Wittman rd. cit
neisee; Whet and nordmill, of the
-clam coy Woodring, of
S&L of Columbus,
0.; Jake Grinstead, of Danville, Ky.;
first base, W. Sellinger, of Angola,
Ind.; second base, Angelo Marie, of
Little Rock, Ark.; shortstop, Eddy
Carter, of Rushville, and Ralph Beh-
ringer, of Frankfort, J. W. Somerlot,
of Angola, and C. D. Conklin, of In-
dianapolis, are other infielders; out-
fielders, Van Sickle, Of Aurora. Frank
Taylor, of Marion, Claude Baylor. of
Osgood, and Ed Wagner, of Indian-
apolis, and catchers Orvid 'Wolfe, of
Union City, and Tommy Searles, of
Elkhart, complete the team.
George Wheeler is the latest man
to sign a Vincennes contract Mr.
Wheeler played in the outfield last
season with the Shelburn team and
his work was watched with great in-
terest. He is a big fellow and is not
only a good fielder, but is good with
the stick. Terre Haute, of the Cen-
tral league was after Wheeler, but
President Gosnell finally got him to
sign a Vincennes contract -Vincen-
nes Commercial.
Frank Belt has now signed con-
tracts with twenty-four men, of
whom eight are pitchers. It is prob-
able, however, that a number of in-
fielders will be released before re-
porting time, as Belt announces that
he has signed Harry Berte, one of
the famous shortstops in the minor
leagues. Berte was for five (ir six
years with Cedar Rapids in the
Three Eye league and one fall re-
ceived a tryout with the St. Louis
Cardinals. Hew as fast enough as
a fielder for the big league, but not
strong enough in hitting. Belt had
been figuring on having to try oat
a number of men for shortstop, but
the signing of Berte does away with
this, as he is a known quantity, and
should prove a star' in the Kitty
league.-Jackson Courier.,,
It special from Jacksonville. Ill.,
says the team for that city is com-
plete. The men are:
Catchers. Frank Belt, Andy Lot-
shaw, J. P. Barney, H. McCracken
and G.- Crissman; pitehers, F. Fox,
William Large, Nate Andrews, Neil
Connaughton, Morton Lindley,
Ceorge A. Combs, Emil Blank, H. E
McKeari. Frank Maker and three
others who are expected; infield,
James Hughes, Homer Freeland,
J. W. HUGHES
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
EDGAR WHITTEMORE,
UALArmrsigio.U1 Min IASI
IWIPOR INVESTMENT. IMISTERN
KIMITEICIMMAII ESTamJOURMI. AND PREZ LIST
PM TO NEED PEEL tr.I. r.-
41.6'4 IV? WigglIMPIVIF" .1101,1ek 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
An Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Um
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 115o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
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Newt Atkinson. John Ilagel, Ned
Wood, Fred Traube, Harry Berle
and two others who are promised by
Springfield and Bloomington, if these
fail, to make good; outfield, EA Liv-
ingston, Frank Brady, Harry Mille-
and Mike Lawrence.
Manager Wortham, of
haw been on the hustle the past week,
and has a complete line up as fol-
lows; Catchers, Quiesser, Shaw;
pitchers, Saltzmarsh, Maxwell, Mc-
Donald, Thomas, Williams and But-
ler; first base, Wills; second base,
O'Connell, Fleming and Mentzer;
third base, Ilankey and Parker; out-
fielders, McGinnis, Nichols, Fleming,
Cohart, Burroughs, Lacey, Kenalez-
er and Jenkins; shortstops. Spencer.
Youngblood and Bosser. As soon as
the weather permits. Manager Wort.
ham will begin active work with his
men.
-Danville Commercial News.
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Mattoon at Paducah. Danville at Vincennes.
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Labor Day.Cairo at Mattoon.
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Paducah at Vincennes. Jecicsonville at Danville.
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WHITE DOVE
OF PEACE
SAM HOUSE AND STEPSON
KISS AND MAKE UP
ONCE MORE.
'There Will Be Dismissed the War..
rant Charging Husband With
Stealing Horse From Wife.
Sam House of the Kansas, Graves
:county section, doubless thinks a
man's troubles can all come in a pile,
'Ps heve multiplied v.(1?rft01-
(turing the past few days. He is
now easy again -though, as it seems
elee white dove of peace overhangs
ins home where his.troubles started,
and doubtless ended. ' There is a
warrant gotten opt,eiseeehe court of
Justice Charles Sere in this
city, herein his at charges him
with .horse stealingoErne-tkings 'have
Vell been Itasca* adjusted and the
charge will be dismissed when it is
reached on the docket by ,the magis-
trate. It seems that Hoese married
-Widow WoOdiein, of the Kansas sec-
tion ' in Graves county. The widow
was the mother Of a gtown stepson
named S. A. Woodson. House has
been wanting to go to Arkansas to
reside, but the stepson wanted to re-
main in Graves county. /t Was
agreed, according to House's story
that the stepfather and mother
should turn over !Mich land and other
property in Graves county to the son
so he could be cared for, and the
elders then go on to Arkansas. House
says that after about everything was
turned over to the lad, Mis. House
told him she had decided not to go
to ',Arkansas, but that he could go
on if he wanted to, as she intended
.suing him for divorce and alimony.
This scared House and he went to
Mayfield and consulted a lawyer, who
told him if the wife got alimony and
House had nothing with which to
pay it, they could put him in jail to
remain until his wife was ready to let
him go. This added to the man's
fright, and going back to his home
in the county House hitched up a
horse and buggy and thought he
would clear out for good and let his
wife and stepson do what they
wanted to. House sold the horse and
buggy some miles from here, and a
day or two ago the stepson came in
and got Justice Emery to issue a
warrant charging the stepfather with
horse stealing, the lad claiming the
animal belonged to Mrs. House.
House deposited with the court $125
and said he would go and get the
animal front the poeple to whom he
sold it. Night before last he and the
boy returned, saying they had fixed
up everything satisfactorily, recov-
ered the home, and wanted the ;125
deposit back It was given them and
the boy then asked that the warrant
be dismis.,ed by the court who will
do so when reached on docket. It
proved House and his wife had
/sought the horse between themselves
and that afterwards he gave her his
balf.
House remarked while here that he
surely had "troubles of his own."
WILL RAISE FUNDS
FOR CALEB POWERS.
Washington Conunittee Will Begin
Work in Earnest
Washington, D. C. March 14.—The
work of raising funds to defray the
expenses of Caleb Powers' trial in
the state courts began in earnest here
last night. The committee appointed
some time ago by the Kentucky Re-
publican club of Washington, for
this purpose has delayed acting until
the Supreme Court handed down its
decision.
The committee is composed of Har-
ry Giovannoli, John Speed Smith,
Henry "Nylor, Milo 'Shanks and M.
R. Yarbeity.
The committee will arrange to can-
vass for funds in a careful and busi-
ness-like way. Mr. Giovannoli says
that the committee will permit no so-
licitation in the departments and will
inioceruriThit
smacks of coercion or political pres-
sure.
'In a proper and dignifiee manner i
we will try to reach people of means,
who may be sympathetically
• 
dined," he said
"The principal part of the solicita-
tion will be by correspondence. The
I • Washington papers have promi4ed to
co-operate as far as possible consis-
tently with their rules."
4
•
RETURN MATCH PROMISED.
4 Tommy Burns Will Clive Hart
1 Another Chance.
Tommy Burns, who recently gave I
Marvin Hart such a bad beating at:
Los Angeles, California, ,in a ao-i
round go, has promised Hart a re-
turn match.
Hart clams he was the victim, of
a scheme and blames his trainer,
Tommy Ryan, for his defeat. Ryan
, was his trainer and manager. The
4 Los Angeles 
Herald roasts Hart fee-
making stich a .claine stating he was
--New- York, -111a-reir-T4.=-TIre tF
Miss Eva Tanguay Who Will Be S een Here Saturday Ninght, in "Theflembo
ATTACKS TROOPS AND
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT
.Washington, D. C., March 14.—Al-
though there has been rejoicing over
the decisive victory achieved by the
American troops in the battle with
Moros in the crater of Mt. Dajo, Is-
land of Job, and the extermination
of a robber band of 600 or more, a
sober second thought seems to have
arisen which will find expression in
the United States Senate.
Fortunately for the Admiaistration
the indignation seems to exist bn the
Democratic side, and when Senator
Patterson, of Colorado, arises to
voice it, it will be offset to a degree
by the declaration that its purpose is
partizan.
Not Alone.
Senator Patterson does hot stand
alone, however. He is joined by
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, and Till-
man, of South Carolina, and to some
extent by Senator Hale. They de-
plore the reported slaughter of
Weeps and the sacrifice of American
lives. They question the strategy
that moved Gens. Wood and Bliss
and Col. Duncan to "rush" the moun-
tains, when a siege and starving-out
process would have been effective,
and would have saved the lives of the
Americans at least.
They are indignant that a battle
of such magnitude could be prepared
for days, if not weeks in advance,
without information reaching the
War Department, and without con-
sultation with the president and his
advisers.
Fight Teddy.
Senator Patterson is indignant, es-
pecially that President Roosevelt
should send a telegram, of congratu-
latioo, which, in the public prints,
followed the report of children as
well as the savage men wiro 'Stood
their ground. He will use these al,
leged facts in making a bitter at-
tack on the adrrsinistration, and will
resist to the end any effort to claim
glory for American arms in Job,
which he declares v.-as a disgraceful
rather than a laudable feat.
.His indignation is shared by Demo-
crats on the house side and will break
forth when the legislative ,executive
and judicial appropriation bill is sub-
mitted for debate this week., The
Democratic floor leader, Williams, of
Mississippi, and a number of others
will be heard.
CHICAGO JUDGE SAYS $4,000
FOR A KISS IS EXCESSIVE
Chicago, Miarth ht.—Judge Wright
has set aside the verdict of $amoa
reoentli returned by a jury in his
court against Townsend Smith, a
real estate dealer, in favor of Mrs.
Lilly Davis. In the suit th: plaintiff
alleged that some months before her
!marriage Smith sought to embrace
her and kiss her in his office. The
!suit was for $10,000 damages and a
!verdict of $4,00o was returned. Mon-
day the court decided the evidence
was not sufficient to warrant so large
a verdict. lie granted a motion for
a new trial.
WHITE SLAVE TRADE 1 Otis Little and Dick Terry
cury killed Sunday night by the Wickliffe
'brothers, full-blooded Cherokees,
District Attorney's Office Taking!Who were lying in ambush. They
• 
Evidence to Break it up. 
have been hunted by the marshals for
• the past year for the murder of Dep-
-fffy -MarziThil-Vibi.
IN NEW YORK
were
Amusements
Concerning Eva Tanguay.
Corning to the Kentucky Theatre
,next Saturday . night we have Eva
Tanguary andt her company in "The
Samho Girl." This season has been
one continual round of success.
Artistically and. financially it is the
biggest season this indomitable star
has experienced. The book has been
re-written. New and AT-to-date
musical numbers have, 'been intro-
duced and the 'critics of Chicago,
Pittsburg, New York, St. Louis and
Kansas City are loud in their praise
of the comedy and company this sea-
son.
Mayor of Tokio.
Wlhen Richard Carle presented his
new farcical opeia, "The Mayor of
Tokio" at the New York Theatre re-
cently, a woman, of whom nearly too
per cent. of the vast audience had
never heard, walked out on the
stage. Before she had spoken half a
dozen lines, one could -hear the pro-
grammes rustling all over the house
as the spectators referred to the cast
of principals do discover who she
was. Opposite the character of
Madame Stitcch, a wardrobe mistress,
they found the name of Miss Emma
Janvier; at the present 'me that
name is well known to every up-to-
date playgoer in New York, Chicago,
Bloston, Philadelphia and wherever.
newspapers are published as Miss
•Janvier has won an international
fame as America's greatest grotesque
actress.
On Broadway a bigger hit has
seldom been scored so quickly. Had
it not been for the great success that
M. Carle personally achieved. Miss
Janvier would have run away with
the performance.
Miss janvier's last engagement, be-
fore appearing with Richard Cark
was with Edna Wallace Hopper in
"A Country Mouse," where she
varied her usual line of characteriza-
tions by playing a straight comedy
part. The taknted young woman's
real name is Emma Spicer. She is
a New Yorker and daughter of the
late Captain Spicer (John •W.) Her
uncle, Commodore William F. Spicer
was also in Uncle Sam's service and
was in command of the Charleston
Navy Yard at the time of hi& death.
She took her stage name from her
cousin, Thomas Janvier, who has
written a number of clever stories of
the South and its people_
The popular playright-manager Mr.
Carle and all the other eighty-nine
original players of "The Mayor of
Tokio" company will be seen at the
Kentucky an Monday night of next
week.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steamboat, registered
64 tom, entirely rebuilt from stem
to stern last summer, past first, in-
spection Sept. 15th; boat is goex27%-
xe.eifeet; engine, mice% feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches diammerzaa feet, allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 inc'hes light.
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Helena, Ark.
Capt. James Brown has returned
from •Hardin, Ky., where he visited
his brother, Mir. Rees Brown, who is
ill but is better.
Before the paleface came there
was no poison in the Indian's corn.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORN.D PICTURE FREE
Splendid Reproduction, in Sizteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every peeseer wino semis one dol-
lar to pay for a year's subscription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, beautify;
colored picture. 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitied "The Departure
of the Bride from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process.
It is made on a tine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, the central figure
  it-is George Washingtone-standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bidding adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, etc.
The Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog.
ress, which is also published by The
Republic, is the fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember,
thee you get! both of these splendid JAPAN/MG Films; viz COLORS. THEjournals an entire year, and the hoar
tiful tig colored picture, all for only *IONS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WI AI410 CARRY
one dollar.
Present subseribers may fa .e ad-
vantage of tais offer, by sending a
i dollar and having their time markedsso,000 SHORT.
I up a year. The Republic hereby
Infatuation for Actress is Cause of give, notice that this offer 
may be
withdrawn at any time and those
Man's Downfall. who wish the picture should send in
Chicago, Pl. March 14.—Edward
subscriptions at once.
Remit by poslbffice or express
Thacker, formerly of Louisville, is money order, registered letter or
retorted to be Beoexee short in his bank draft. Do not send personal
accounts with the German-American checks. Write names and addresses
trict Attorney's office did not rest
even for Sunday in its, investigation LICENSE REVOKED.
of the "white slave" trade. Chief
Clerkt Henneberry and Assistant Dis-
trict Attorneys Eley and Garvin
spent the entire day at their office
hearing recitals of the cruelties im-
posed upon women alleged to have
been under the control of negroee.
Henneberry said last night
that a score of indictments will be
asked against men said to have
been affiliated with Robert Sprigga,
the negro man under arrest. One
of the women taken in the raid last
fall in a negro dive on Mionetta
Lane told Mr. Garvin yesterday that
she had been bound and gagged for
three days as punishment for trying
to. escape from the place. Another
told of being deprived of food for a
week for a sinvular indiscretion.
Police Commissioner Bingham has
taken up an investigation , of the
traffic and had. ordered a report from
all ,the police captains regarding the
existence otr.nestro dens.
Evansville Saloon Keeper's License
7,*evoked for Circulating
°beetle Literature.
Evansville, Ind., March i4.—Fred
Dendinger, a saloon keeper of this
City must quit the saloon business at
the order of the mayor, who revolted
the license of Dendinger for circulat-
ing obsettie literature, tDendinger
was tried in the city court on the
charge several days ago and found
guilty.
Deputy Marshals Slain. Provision company.
"chipped fairly and Burns pounded Venita, I. T. March 14.—United1 His 
downfall is said to be due to
him all over the ring- States Deputy Marshal I. LandstriP, infatuation for an 
actress,
....rYieSZSate • •
•
plainly, and *darer's.
SLYBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
,The Republic. St. Lotils, M.
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSON.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. no
WAJ
1617/ TIME AND "AS
DIJCOVERED IN
NEVER BEEN
EQUALLED
203-205 S. THIRD ST.,
PADUCAH, KY.,
FROM MC 1P1 T3SURO COAL C'. PADUCAH. •-
•.. orrice 124 ROADWA,Y
- TELEPHONES NI 3
elpepeelliter
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paductath, Kentucky,
Capital Eind Surplus $1/515,000i
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRESS
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts aIl regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Part 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is ire
proof vault for rent at 83 to $10 per year as to aim You carry your owe
key and no one but yourself has access.
•
COVED, .01:LEINLEECDTERPIACRATL.AENNTD• 
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty Cot •
PHONES 757 Incorporatod.1
--
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDka
THAT HAS
CAN PAPER
TO MATCH
FOR THE WALL BUY OF ONLY 63 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
itAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIZ SELLING AT 6 CEWTS PL.
ROLL, WS....WILL SELL 1011 AT ONLY ii/,c PER SINGLE ROLL.
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 3c, toe, 13t, soc
AND UP TO $3.eo PER SINGLE kOLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA N'ELL WFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND--NVERY CONSIIMLABI s. c,
OR AND LOVELY APPRINOED BORDERS TO MATCH ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS... ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
VERY LATEST DE-
A FULL LINE.
OF BBADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, mot.
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TASICS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. '.:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINK OF BAMPLEILAND,
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU' RIGHT AND
C‘/VR YOU THE BEAT VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C..01. liaMM
Corner 3rdAJCentucky Ave.
THE REGISTER'
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
At megtater Building, 523 Broadway.
0AMES E. WILHhLM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treaniker.
IR013/2RT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of MP-
call, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year 55.00
Six Months 2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week t   . 10
Anyone fain to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele.
phone Cumberland 318.
Chlo*OPAIVIR.1 Dseid '
The Chicago t;chryiticle, lattf for
years opposed te Adeja Of ,insiniciPal•
, ownership and sayntdirtiniir
witl the street spaiyd in their contes ,
on against elesVit bo tlit new(
famous 'n ety-Dar k'ase" tut
since the &cis' Ast, Ugited
States supreme uetthat newspap*r
has somewhat ndthed its views on
the tan.,as editorial in its
yesterday it virtually amiti-
es the corporations mistake to the
orardif their attorneys, a poi-
fn ;by the Register yesteichiy
oittiing' The life of the corpora-
n was extend, but not the
lfnnchjscs. The thronicle gracefully
accepts the notation when it says:
"Every fair-minded person must
admit that the decision of the su-
prctne court of the United States in
regard to the ninety
-nine-year act of
1865, however much trouble it may
make for some people and however
much comfort it may afford the mu-
nicipal ownership people, was a just
and inevitable disposition of this con-
troversy.
"The law of 1895 was drawn in a
slipshod manner. Any one can see
by the most cursory reading of it
that its only effect is, as Justice
Day said, to prolong the life of the
corporations and not the lift of their
franchises. That it should have
failed of its main purpose was due
entirely to unskillfulness or neglect,
for there was no opposition to the
measure in the legislature, and if the
franchises had been extended in the
most circumstantial and emphatic
mannd. the bill-would have passed by
exactly:,Usc sã' e.
4o be regretted,
and y re ed to be optimis-
tic about it ;04 ,t17,hope that it may
lead to even better results than could
he reached in any other way. The
future of street transportation is an
exceedingly hazy subject. At any
rate, it seems a pity that a ritional
settlement of the traction question of
the prempt day should be sacrificed
to such a nebulous interest as a
ninety-nine-year franchise.
"Tile, decision may moderate the
claims of the traction companies, re-
duce the irritabliity of the city auth-
orities, make both sides more emen-
able to compromise and greatly WO:
itate a peaceable and satisfactory
solution.
'So far from regarding the decision
as a disaster to any portion of this
community, we expect to see it uni-
versally recognized within a short
trine as 'one of the greatest pieces of
good fortune that ever befell Chi-
.
Wrestling License,
High license in rfii-Cago ill prove
a great factor, iin temperanze Aform.
Tb saloon keepers associatiotr has
adopted it •sithediflr - of rices for
drinks and it is about double what
it has been heretofore. This in-
crease is made upon the idea of in-
fitiencing their patrons to vote against
the aldermen 'litho favored high li-
cense. ' That the•association's action
'will have that effect upon many
drinker*, there can be no doubt, but
quite a• number of persons rather
than to•pay the increased prices will
discontisne the habit of drinking and
join the ranks of the teetolalers. This
much may be asserted to be trite,
that not a single person will drink
more on account geti the increased
prices, hut many will certainty drink
kiss intoiicants. Another theory that.
may be advanced is that ninety-five
per cent. of the men who drink are
or the opinion that they spend too
much money on their appetite, and
quite a large number of them will
welcome anything that will.stimulate
them in their desire to retrench along
that line, and the most potent factor
is the cost to them.'
Every dollar -contributed towards
the purchase of the property accupied
by the Rescue Mission is money well
spent.
Congress and the Bankers.
A committee has been appointed to
draft a bill to make it s. felony for
any officer of a 'national bank to con-
tribute any, of the bank funds to a
political campaign. Such a law would
prove beneficial...
Congress should go a step further
and make it unlawful for any na-
tional bank officer to be an officer or
director in any : outside enterprises,
o :for that matter to engage in any
otit4ide ventures at first glance such
a law would appear unjust but when
the fact that a banker is the custod-
ian of the funds of others he should
be removed as far as possible from
the temprition Ito speculate in out-
side venturii , 'the indulgence of
which night lead them to use the
money of the stockholders or de-
positors and lose it. *IL a bank
officer., prefers it dabble'in tmatsid:.
schenies be can very elfsily rtesib
his bank position, and scores of cap-
able .and -honest men stand ready to
take the places and be satisfied with
the salarY it pays. ' Ninety per cent.
of the bank wrecker& Who have been'
unearthed, within the past ten years.
are men sashia did, not gamble at cards
O# leielNatit'liVe.s, but itrien who were
Ape' Ctilatiiiei.,,either• in stocks or tied
pp in optside:onterpritiee. The Oldie
-tic ntightondi mit the onestion,
all the. bank -*re:Alters . been
eartlikir We doubt very 'much if
they have. In inany'ef the recent
failures it developed that the books
we so maainulated that tlig shrewd
bank examiners were hocidwinkett;
and as no.dependesice can be placed
in the system of bank inspection the
government should go to the root of
the eveil, and that can only be dope
by requiring every bank officer to
devote his time exclusively to the
affairs of the bank, or make way for
men who wiV be content to do so.
When bankers get into outside
deals and ventures it is not long be-
fore they get into politics, and onca
in they are very apt to find that in
the fights that naturally follow they
will find it incumbent on them to
neglect either that business or the
bank's business and perhaps to re-
quire more money than they can
spare from their own private fort-
unes. If so, then some one else must
suffer for' their misdeeds.
The city of Chicago has opened a
"'Phone Court" at which the people
are invited to make any complaints
they may have against the Chicago
Telephone company. To say that the
"court" is flooded with complaints is
to put it mildly. An article le 1, a
Chicago newspaper gives a few in-
teresting facts of the company's busi-
ness which shows that
forty millions of dollars
Over
was
the company's business in less than
seven years. This is the company
against which Chicago instituted
ouster proceedings and also for a
full accounting of the
percentage due the city on receipts,
and the city won its suit in the su-
preme court of the United States
some weeks ago, and instead of the
city running after the telephone com-
pany the telephone company is now
making overturn to the city. Th.,
following is the account given or the
nature of the settlement:
"In its settlement with the tele-
phone company, as a result of th:
recent supreme court decision, the
city will receive as compensation on
earnings in the annexed suburbs
.1'5248t3.68. These figures v. cre an-
nounced yesterday after Auditor
Gosselin of the comptroller's office
had submitted practically a complete
verification of the company's earn-
ings as computed by its bookkeeper.
The report follows:
Earnings of .the corn-
Ratty__ irons , 
1889, to -March t,
1906 $40,346,865.32
Amounts uncollected 359,434.68
Earnings on which cons-
pensation must be paid 39.987,430.34
Compensation paid to
the city • 942,505.96
Compensation dkie for
annexed territories....
Part of compensation
claimed as due al-
ready paid  200,000.00
Amount still dile the city 11-2.811.68
Chhicago believes in getting what
is coming to-it, and if its claims are
not recognized it goes into the
courts. Within the past two months
that city has obtained favorable de-
cisions from the highest court in the
land against two of the most power-
ful corporations in that city.
LAD TAKEN
FROM GYPSIES
PROVED MIKE SMITH TRAET-
ED COLORED BOTi
CRUELLY.
Lad Taken From the Gypsy and Will
Be Sent Back to Mother Or Be
Found a Home.
Yesterday
Mack Smith,
trader, $5
most cruell
dried up
that lived
Judge Lightfoot fined
a Gypsy ane horse
nd costs for, mistreating
'tainder ,4ti:TiZy a little
year old co ed boy
Smith JtVA' the Gypsy
caw. Thefi4ele•tod .04sts &Mounted
to $14,90 
wt 
ile in addition At judge
took the poor little boy Away from
We imam, and wi.ii see thit
is either *eat baikk to his home in
Arkansas City, Ark., or well cared
for here.
Snkth and about fifteen other
gypsies and horse. traders have been
canspea' out -tioderneath tents near
-Wallace ale past two weeks.
Peep!, Oshing'tbere have seen Sarah
'whifoliiat,..:0.'Nll !Atli a hag buddy
k1os4lo all the washing,
earrrng. of initerjehopping..q_.wood,
staying up of night to • Wielr'tfie
camp, etc. He looks like he has been
half starved to death, while fact
is filled with cut places b he
claims were burned when he I over
in the fire, but evidence shed it
was where Smith had been cruelly
beating and whipping -him.
People of that neighborhood where
the camp is maintained t say/ too
much of the cruelty and repotted it
to Judge Lightfoot, who had war-
rants issued and Smith arrested yes-
terday by Deputy Sheriffs Clark
Fortson and Gus Rogers. Smith was
caught in town, while the officers
went out and got the lad from the
camp and brought him in.
Ti iris seen thelad was very- afraid
of Smith, because while testifyieg the
boy claimed he received excellent
treatment and never fared better in
his life, but when Smith was taken
in another room at the courthouse,
the lad was questioned by Judge
Lightfoot, and said they treated him
fearfully at the camp, made him do
everything, half starved him, and
would not let him go back home.
312.813.6R
For Sale.
r,000 'loads of dry heating and -cook
stove wood $f.25 per...two-horse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442. E. E.
Bell Sons, T330 South Third street.
Mrs. Otho Powell yesterday went
to Princeton to visit relatives.
The ohild was afraid to make these terment
statements before Smith.
Smith paid -his tine, while the boy
was placed in care of Jailer( James
Ealaer to be looked after until some-
thing is done with him. Smith says
his mother gave the boy to him at
Arkansas City, and probabilities are
the judge will send back there the lad
who expressed a great desire to re-
turn home.
The judge notified the gypsies that
all must leave the county Pay today,
except Smith's family, they being
permitted to remain on account of
the wife just having been delivered
of a child.
TAILOR DEAD
MR. PHILLIP ASHOFF PASStRD
AWAY YESTERDAY AFTER-'
Was One of City's Best Known
Tailors.--Miss Lolly Story
Died in Oak Hill Section.
• adOmmommobt..
With deep regret.,,will it be learn-
cu that yesterday afternoon at 3
Oclock•there -died Mt: Phillip Ashoff
tbe well known, tailor, who has long
ailed with consumption. He passed
.away at his home in 755 South
'
Fourth street
Mr. Ashoff had been Is frail health
,for several years and more parocu-
:larly daring the past twelve months.
i During January be took to his bed
and there- gradually grew worse until
claimed by death.
The deceased was one of the best
known, most efficient and most pop-
ular tailors in this city, where he had
resided all of his life, haring been
born here and continually made Pa-
ducah his home. He was a very
congenial and wholesouled man who
number by the hundreds his friends
that deeply deplore his death
and extend to the bereft family
deep regrets.
The deceased was a_ widower an I
left four small children, in additio 1
to his mother, Mrs. Justene Ashoff.
of Third and Monroe streets, two
sisters. Misses Katie and Tenie Ash-
hoff, the dressmakers, and one broth-
er, Mr. Joseph Ashoff. of the gas
company.
The deceased was a member of
St. Frances de Sales chuch, whers
the funeral services will be held to-
morrow morning at o o'clock. Ta-
tery. _
follows at Oak Grove cern&
Miss Lolley Story, of the Oak
Hill section of the count Ord
consumption yesterday
3 o'clock and was buni
afternoon at 3 o'clock at the Story
cemetery.
The deceased was t al, years of
'age and a bright y rl of a well
known family of t inity.
. 4 TEACHERS OUT. ...•
at
day--
Two of Them Detained From School
Yesterday Account Illness.
Miss Mabel Mitchell, of the „lei-
ferson7InAding, was out of school
:Yellirsagt," account or the illness of
her sister, while Miss Lillie Bur-
' iitite was prevented yesterday from
tiaching at Ow McKinley tbuilding
because of sickness to herself. The
iplaies of both were filled with sub-
taken Ira mthe class of Ca-
dets, who are high school pupils be-
ing trained for teacherships in the
schools.
i It sometimes happens that a good
man's conscience doesn't prevent
him from accumulating money.
NEW TELITIONE
SUNIMINUS.
I.
Lim of now solisselbsis aMsir
the art Transoms Telephone Gem-
pray today: •
s)ss Nicholas. J. 5, Igg„ 1012 S.
. :Tvielfth.
1604-a Reynolds, Dr. H. G., office.
216 Fraternity.
2391 'Wilkes, L. I., Res., 144 Clem-
ent!.
tcost Wilstach, C. F., Rel., 24 N.
Thirteenth.
2158 Brien, Mrs. Mollie, Res., 1234
South Sixth.
Like other commoditiee, te'leplioce
service -should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
stbscribers or five times as many as
the Ind pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
itiPticsed to charge and provide in
addi:ion. long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people foln your home. Call
300 for further information.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
FRIDAY SPECIALS!
GRAND CLOSING SALE OF 5-CENT COUNTER
. On Friday morning commencing promptly at
9 o'clock, we will open up a RECORD
BREAKING SALE on odds and ends in China,
Porcelain and Glassware.
 
rt11•22 7,11111121,111111 1r=
Read the following Remarkable Prices:
5 1-2 and 6 1-2 in. China and Porcelain Plates 20c set
4 1-2 in. China and Porcelain Fruit Dishes, 10c pr doz.
All Odd Saucers . - - -o' - 10c per dozen
Individual Butter Dishes . - - 5c per dozen
Salt and Pepper Boxes, - - - . 2c each
Crumb Tray and Brush, - - - 5c per set
Wire Table Mats - - - - - lc eaeh
No. 1 Lamp Sul ners - - - - 2 for 5 cents
China Tooth Pick and Match Holders, 2 for 5 cents
Celery Stands - - - = 2 for 6 cents
Glass Mugs - - - - - 2 for 5 cents
Odd Cream Pitchers - = - - 3 cents each
7 1-2 inch Glass Fruit Bowls, - - 3 cents each
The above will give you a small idea of the
bargains awaiting you. Come early and
bring your baskets and get first selections.
tttt=ltitt=t2=1:tnit=
• • 
.*.•:• 7,1 1.44,1••../ l• •
P." D.W.U.t...%): V.N.jel :e• •
• "4. •
AQ.‘1 C
‘If1/4.\ el
- Salesrooms, ita-tis-ti6 North Fourth Street. Warerooms, 105-107 Jefferson street.
•
PRINTING
THAT PLEASES
Of4=1133St=ffittl======
iF YOU ARE DISSATISFIEDIn soy particular with the doesof Job Printing you have been
getting, push the button and ow
representative will appear. New
type faces sad ukachinerr in the
hands of thoroughly competent
wbeWeS cannot fail to produce
the desired effact. Prod of all
work submitted for your ap-
proval.  • • • •
Ir.EfffUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St 1%110611
.4.464.••••••••••444444-
Baer.t eery Politylf
Thriettit. LE
pt AriTY4.staands
,1111116ii
.T14 Isom flat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
4. for Policy-holders
Thu say otkor Comm 18 tij
,
J. L. Thompsoa
Tailor
INNINNIM1111111111111111111111111111111111MOni
IIINIMINUNINNI111111111111118Miloon
FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg_
•
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
,Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME WES
BE WISE AND GM' A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLAES ORDER.. -- WE DO THE 
FINESTKINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS-
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER.
Jeweler
428„Broadway.
PHONIC 772-A.
...- •
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE. BEER
Sold at 
• In
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
I... A. Lagomarsino.
_
Picture*, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water ind Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date In five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
saS Broadway.
•
_
•
• ,..i.41,1s4,•••414.4414.144111,411,464
• e •
The. 6ra,tidest Opportunity iNtedutz dteociddedevotteO otsrceont uenthereoreesta,xtoil osaulreflfti,Fruyrnxivthe rewit4
close out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-211 South Third
, street at COST. This is a botiafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.Ever offered!
It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
  keepers to furnish
'
Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
the rush. Terms of sale Cash. 
TWO STORES THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMFIAY---114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST. _
SANITARY
SEWERAGE
° CI** ENGINEER rtAii!NOgritti4
TO MAJW6411111DI *g
cii e
'
•-• • • . • 
,
4315141VI - .4191*C814141010-411ref
"41
•
_Jr to New IF/gffrati.s.
4.trisi a 41A .21QC •
•
gton
any day.expeztacimeagonsea
to the litters tb out7
side cities, seelfiug, exwt civil en-
weer' to cosiiis)Il&4e 1 • draw the
plans and specifications for the new
sanitary seweregeAlligtief to be laid
between Ninth:street and Fountain
avenue, and Jones to Trimble street.
In writing, oft, Mir. Washington
directed communications to the city
engineer of Chicago, St. Loans and
Indianapolis, Ind., asking each of
41 these officials if they knew. of a good
a man who could fill the important
position at a salary not too exorb-
itant. AS yet no replies have been
received to these communications
but just as soon as they are the city
engineer will write whatever parties
are suggested, secure their recom-
mendations as to efficiency, also
the fieure they want for th ework,
and then make a report of it to the
board of works the sewerage,
ci-inthittee, which' td in hand the
question, and the members of which
bodies directed the engineer to see
what he could do about getting
• 
someone to come here for the work.
It will take another complete set
of engineering instruments to get up
the plans and specificiations, as the
instruments now on hand are con-
stantly used by the present force in
Engineer Washington's office. In
getting the best instruments at the
lowest price, ,Mr. 'Washington has
written the following firms that deal
in,these supplies: Stackpole Broth-
ers, of New York; C. L. Barger &
Son, of Boston; Ruff & Ruff, of
Boston, and W. and L. E. Gurley,
of Troy, New York.
Just as soon as figures are re-
ceived quoting the cost of the out-
fit the engineer wall recommend
which proposition he accepted.
Mr. Wash 'every
firm and person written to to im-
mediately answer as the great de-
sire was to get things started off
early in the spring and finish as
much of the new district VI possible
by the time cold weather necessitat-
ed discontinuance, of operations.
Dr. Hicks office 609 Broadway.
'Phone 432 . Residence 1627 Broad-
(way. Phone taflo..
TO INVESTIGATE
TRACTION MERGER.
New York Railroad Corrunission De-
cides to Look Into Deal.
--
Buffalo, N. Y., Match i4.—The
State Railroad Commissioners in
secret session here today considered
chargitititt connection with the Ryan-
BehnolfF traction merger in New
York city. ,and on adjournment an-
nounced that they had decided to
make an investigation. The state at-
torney-general will be seskedoto -take
charge of it. The investigation will
Railroad Retaliation. in Ohio.
' (Cleveland Leader.)
The railroads have struck their first
retaliatory blow at Ohio. It has
• a landed upon the clergymen. sisters
of charity, the Salvation army, and
the inmates of soldiers' and sailors'
homee. Noble warfare!
•
There are three things it takes a
strong man to hold: A young war-
rior, a wild horse and a handsome
squaw.—Stnrrn's Statehood.
STATE LICENSE
LEE 6. ROBINSON RENEWKD
SALOON GRANT FROM
STATE.
R. 0. Terrelliaand La Thrbeidi
.As Notary'..Publics—
Midi, Paid , For Ancor*
%Yesterday in ihe county clerk's
eiffsei.„yee S. _Robinson of 119 Brad-
near iteoesiTedliti state saloon. Odense.
Notary Publics.
Lai D. Threlkeld and R. G. Terill
!have filed with the county clerk, their
commissions iseceiv-d ftoth the joy-
ernor, empowering them to officiate
as notary publics.
Property Sold.
Property in the neighborhood of
LaBelle Park has been sold by the
West End Improvement company to
Mrs. Jennie Lovelace for $1.35a, and
the deed filed for record yesterday
with the cour y clerk.
Thomas ). Smith bought from E.
W Whittemore for $150, property in
Rowlandtown.
John G. Backer bought from
Racheal Johnson for $225, property
on South Eight street.
Frank Levin transferred, to Mary
E. Levin for $1 and other consi 'era-
tions, property at Eleventh and Bur-
nett streets.
C. E. Whiteside' sold to bis wife
Corda L. 'Wihitsides for $i and other
considerations, property on Jones
street.
Property on Hampton avenue was
sold to Dannie Howard by Evelyn
Harrison for $750.
FORTY-THIRD ANNIVERSARY
Of Battle Between the Confederate
and Federal'.
Last night was the forty-third an-
niversary of a 'severe engagement
fought by land and water forces be-
tween the Confederates and Federals
at Port Hudson, La.., in which the
former were the victors.
Commodore Dewey. on the frigate
Mississippi, lost his boat and 3.zi
men. Commodore Dewey did not
then, have the title of commodore
but was an officer under Commo-
dore Farragut, who ha l a fleet of
about so fighting vessels. The Rich-
mond was crippled. The fleet tried
to pass the Confederate battery,
which was two miles long. Farragut
was the only persdn to get, by the
Confederate guns. with his flagship,
the Hartford.
The battle started at to o'clock in
the morning and concluded at 2 p.
m., that do,. The fighting was ter-
rific. The Confederates lost a large
number of men.
Dr. J. 'G. Brooks, Sergeant W. G.
Whitefield. Lieutenant Charles Reed,
of this city, and several other Con-
fedeeates of this section. participated
Major-General Gardner was in
charge of the Confederate forces, and
the land forces of the Federals were
under General Banks. The Federal
land forces intended to take pit+
but did not on occount of the de-
feat of the fleet of Commodore Far-
ragut. •
. POINTED PARAGRAPHS. .
There. will be hungry palefaces s
rtg. as theze.it an. Indian land '*5'
swallow.
If you think `that honesty keeps
the majority of politicians poor, you
are entitled to another think.
Let the poet hitch his wagon to
a star; the really wise man anchors
his airship to the earth.
...M.•••••••1•••••
EVERETZ WILL
COME BACK
CHIEF JAMES WOODS cuinis
• HE WILL BE CON-
rikatits).
Hie 'Leh Es"tartk7'.,1164 ',Annotator!
**We Not 'Ratan Unfeis
ct Fashion.
Citirf James Woods of the fire de-
partment yesterday said that C. 0.
Evtt-tz would doubtless be baclo by
the last of this week from St. Lows,
where be went last Saturday. Mr.
Everts I:as been acting city elec-
trician, but receiving no assurance of
"being *elected permanently of the
position he returned home, but now
the chief has received promises • of
the legislative boards to confi
Everts's appointment, therefore t
latter was written by Mk. Woodji/i.O
come back. 
,
The ordinance creating the/office of
city electrician, makes Chief Woods
that official, but be appoints some
expert electrician to do the actual
work of inspecting' wires going into
every building itt town. This ap-
pointment by the chief has to be con-
firmed by Abe council and aldermen,
il.and tpe. chief yesterday said it wasTyl
a n idea about the appointee
haying to be elected by a joint meet-
ding of the council and aldermanic
body. These boards just confirm the
chief's selection, and can do so, at
their respective meetings.
Witten W. J. Gilsdorf resigned the
place the first of this year, Mr.
Everts was brought over from St.
Louis and has been tempbranly fill-
ing the inspectorship. Chief Woods
appointed him permanently, but .the
legislative officials have never con-
firmed the selection yet.' Mr. Ecertr
feared he was not going to gat tvi,
position, the matter hanging fire for
many weeks, so last Saturday he
went back to St. Louis to remain un-
til he received some assurance - of
permanent employment in this re-
gard. Since he left Chief Woods has
secured enough promises to guar-
antee confirmation by the legislative
bodies which sanction the appoint-
ment at their meetings next week.
The chief wrote Mr. Evertz to re-
turn and he is expected any time
now.
Commissioner Rose of the fire
bureau here, has received letters from
Secretary Claude Snyder of the Ken-
tucky Fire Underwriters, stating that
Mk. Evertz was satisfactory to the
fire insurance companies as inspector,
and recommended his appointment,
which will doubtless be dlone.
The only venomous bird knowm is
the "death bird" of New Guinea. The
bite of this b;rd causes intense pain
in every part of the body, loss of
sight, convulsions and finally depth.
BULLY FINED
It developed yesterday that James
Showers was the 'name of the "Jim"
who ,tried to take Don Gilberto's
sakioli the day before on 6outh
Fourth street. Showers is thefinsat-
tress maker and was arraigned be-
e Judge Sanders yesterday and
fi d $ao and costs, while Bartender
L. Robertson was dismissed.
Elijah Bienfro, colored, was ar-
ranged on the charge of grand lar-
ceny, aturrkive tharge continued until
tomorrow. ,He is the negro rousta-
.b4ut of the steamer Dick Fowler who
is Ileged to have stolen.a watch from
toil, Mar., passenger an the
bat, /which ticker was recovered
inn* Nit.
There was docketed. and then con-
tinued until today the warrant charg-
ing Exalt and company with doing a
commission brokerage business with-
out a license.
Annie Barrett, colored, was dis-
missed of the charge of using insult-
irfg language towards Little behn-
hard, -white, of 1307 South Ninth
street. After dismissal ,of the war-
rant the judge put the Barrett
woman under Sicio bond to keep the
,peace towards the Lehnhard woman.
I 
Harness
$5.0 0 to $100.00
Per Set.
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SH i4 L
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAA eirihlr
CURED FOR Sa.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OW SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR:1'
WE. HAVE. ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVEWlii
PAIR IS .WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE-
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
.EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
bEPENIDAELS—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE.
BETTER COKE IN AND LOOK AT THEM TOIDAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
395137' '
•
r.
Lendler
309 Broadway, •
Lydon,
Paducah, Ky.
John Berry was dismissed of the
charge of fighting Naker Smith,
while the warrant against the latter
was continued.
MEDICAL SOCIETY
TWO GOOD PAPERS PRE-
SENTED AT LAST NIGHT'S
MEETING.
At the Next Regular Gathering of the
Society State President Aud
Wil.1 Be Here.
,The session of the McCracken
County Medical society last evening
with .)es. H. P. Sights and Vernon
lar
atalie Fraternity building was
neted by the gentlemen
fo giruucssioo, while many
en t iSpMures prevailed.
During the evening Dr. B. T. Hall
presentad a paper on "Catarrh of The
Liver" and it was very instructive
while Dr. H. P. Sights read a paper
on "Sanitation" and it was pro-
nounced very good, handling the
important isisestion thoroughly.
.After .the'Papers were disposed of
the physicians discussed at length
methods of furigation, which has to
be done whenever a contagious dis-
ease affects any home or quarter.
The different doctors advanced re-
marks upon their preferences as re-
gards vitat should be done in the
premises, and the exchange of ideas
proved beneficial to the members, so
they believe.
The next meeting of the society is
upon the aftth of this month with Dr.
Phil Stewart as the ,host. It was
originally intended to hold it at his
office, but on account of State Presi-
dent Z. C. Aud being here at that
time to meet with the Paducah and
county physicians, the session will be
held at the city hall general assembly
chamber, on account of an unusually
large aesendance being antictpated.
On that evening the state president,
who is from Cecilia, will deliver an
address to the local gentlemen who
afterwards dime him with an elegant
banquet.
In..connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and wifilleoletistue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
tent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
ilmm•••=111•••=olli
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. 755.
• Books, Bibles and Dictionaries......
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES UNTIL MARCH 24.
Our long deferred Book Sale is now. on. If you miss the good things
we are offering you miss the chsnce of a lifetime to buy desirable
to buy desirable books at cost and less.
BOOKS AT COST AND LESS.
Dainty little Gift Books, worth
25C, now sec
Popular works of fiction, worth
soc, now  aec
Leather back end corners, Li-
brary Edition, worth 75c, now 'sc
Padded leather edition of the
Poeta, worth $1.00, now soc
Gift Books in burnt leather bind-
ings, were $1.5o, now  90e
Presidential Cook Books, some-
' . thing fine, worth 75c, now .. stic
1Woman's Exchange Cook Book,
worth $1.25,. now  
57cWebster's Dictionary, full sheep, 
indexed, worth $3,os, now .. fx.65
Webster's School Dictionary,
I
, 9.000 wirds, worth $1, now .. ssc
, Teachers' Bibles, walrus binding,
I worth $x.35. now $r oo
Teachers' Bibles, sell-pronounc-
ing. indexed and with all the
I helps, concordance, etc., worth
l 2.50, now $140
We offer the finest assortment of
Bibles and New Testaments in the
city, all at cut prices.
COPYRIGHT BOOKS.
"The Gambler," "Garden of Al-
lah," "House of Mirth," each $1.re
"The Masquerader," "Millionaire
Baby," each  90c
"Little Men," "Elsie Books,"
"Mrs. Wow," each  90c
"Memoris of a Baby,"
Word," each 
"Sir Mortimer," "Rules of
Kings," each  1St
"St. Elmo." "Confessions of a
Wife," each ....
"Gentleman from Indiana."  
"Prisoner of Zanda," "Rupert of
Henizeau," each  soc
"Geaustark," "Cattle Craney
Crow," each 
"The One Woman," "If I Were
King," each  
  45c
Prices cut on all copyright books
and hundreds of titles to select from.
"Last
75c
Remember, no more books at the above prices after our present
so 1, is sold out. Don't delay but come early to get
your choice.
Harbour's Book Department.
50c
50c
45c
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure 1.) your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Big selection ofWant one.
records.
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co.. sod Broadway.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a veasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as is
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
504 and 51, Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUC STCRILS.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone set.& Clay St... phone 31.
New Factory Now Ready
too girls wanted. Clean work
and good wages. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Hoeton Basket Co.
"4111111111WIMIllegoggegoor 
We have any style you
4 want, or will make
it for you.
RETAIL, DEPARTMENT
Paducah Saddlery Company
Incorporated.
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets. Paducah, Ky.
fluigieg
$30.00 ti o $150.00
Each
We have any style you
waht, or will make
it for you.
arirriiIMPI1111111101111
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COLORADO DEPUTY'S SHOT HUBBY'S HARANGUE. I J. K. HENDRICK. 3,0. MILLEN •WM. MARBLE.HINTS FOR HOSTESS
WAYS OF ENTERTAINING ON
VARIOUS OCCASIONS.
An Up-to-Date Book Party—Inscrip-
tions for the Home—The Dutch
Supper—A Left-Haneed Party
.astleciay Party.
(Copyright. UM.)
An Up-to-Date Book Party.
The hostess informed us that she
bad spent weeks in preparing for this
entertainment, and we believed her
when we gazed upon the 32 objects,
each bearing theivame of an author.
The title of the book represented was
to be guessed and written on the card
opposite the number the object here.
For instance, "The Eternal City," by
Hall Caine, Was represented by a map
of Rome; "Mt Virginian," by a pic-
ture of George Washington, with
Owen Whiter written on one corner;
"The Speckled Bird," by Augusta
Omens Wilson, by a white bird cov-
ered with specks; "Black( Rock" was
easy—a black stone on the table, with
Connor on it. A spray of blue dowers
recalled that Van Dyke had written
"The Little Blue Flower." "The
Three Musketeers" was represented by
three toy soldiers. Kipling's "Seven
Seas" was recognized by seven C's
written on white paper and pinned on
tte wall. "The Octopus," by William
Norris, was a large picture of that fish.
Other books represented were: "A
Paste Board Crown," by Clara Morris;
"Boy," Corelli; "We Two," Edna Ly-
all; "The Duet," Kipling; "The Gen-
tieman from Indiana," Booth Tarking-
ton, and "Three Men in a Boat," by
Jerome.
First, second arid consolation prise
were given, consisting of books. This
was an afternoon affair for ladies, but
tt would be quite suitable for a club
es' church society entertainment.
Quotations Appropriate for the Now
Home.
In the old-time manor house it wa
the fashion to inscribe a motto °vs
the fireplace, especially In the grat •
dining-room and library. The Merril
Oen was usually in Latin, ,he tat
gunge of the scholar. This caa'
now being revived, and there
gy • room in which a sentie
thy expressed would not be b
addition, and which would ac 1
tract the attention of a guest
something unique. Here are few
good sentiments; the lettering may be
done in script or Old English:
, For the hall:
, "East or west, home is best"
' "A man's home is his castle."
"Home is the resort of love, of joy,
Of peace."
"Our hose is ever at your service,"
Over the fireplace in Mark Twain's
house in Connecticut is this beautiful
!ascription:
"The ornament of a house is the
guests who frequent it"
The three following inscriptions are
specially appropriate for the family
living-room:
"Oh, ye fire and heat, bless ye the
Lnrd."
"God has given us this sae," or
"Seek thine own ease."
"No place is more delightful than
ene's own fireside."
, For the library:
"Old wood to burn,
Old friends to trust,
r Old authors to read."
' 'There is an art of reading."
"The monuments of vanished
minds."
"Inenite riches in • little room."i For the nursery:"God rest ye, little children."
' 'A child in the house is a well-
spring of pleasure."
For the music room:I
I, 
"The bidden soul of harmony."
"Music, the speech of the angels."
A very popular form of entertain-
Sent is the Dutch supper. If It is
possible, do not use a table cloth, but
have doilies or orange crepe paper,
that is the Dutch color. Use all the
Delft china that is procurable; and
Imitation ware Is very effective and
very cheap. Tulips are the Dutch
lower, and tulip shaped bon-bon boxes
and candle shades may be made from
orange tissue paper. Little wooden
shoes may be purchased and used to
bold the salted nuts. Serve the fol
lowing menu, which is written in
Dutch, much to the mystification of
the guests. (The translation is given
for the benefit of the hostess):
Kali Soep Met Gehak Hellen.
*Veal Soup with Garnish of Meat Balls.)
Gebraden Tong.
(Roasted Tongue.)
Brussels Sprinten.
((greseels Sprouts.
• TVoemkool met Room Sause.
(Creamed Cauliflower.)
' Haring Sla met Croodjes.
(Herring Salad with Rolls.)
Illesneden Ennuis AppeIen met Wyne
Sense.
!Iced Oranges with Wine
Gesorteerde Noten.
(Assorted Nuts.)
Kaffee.
VAI t ((offee.)
flauce4)
For a left-handed party, write the
lavitate ns with he left hand, and ask
each guest to practice using the left
band, for very few are clever enough
ase be ambidexterous. When the
sweets arrive the left hand must be
lased in greeting, also In serving and
eating the refreshments. Have a
type-written or a printed quotation
which each eine must copy, using only
lbe left hand. Award prizes for the
beat and pooreet specimen. This is
Nally • very amusing affair.
Sheriff's Aid Who Could Do Wonder-
ful Things with His
Revolver.
While Deputy Sheriff William Rom
['bison was ie the once "bad" town of
Coffeyville, ham, he got some of the
Dalton spirit In his veins and listened
to the stories of how tow' of the Dal'
tons met depth at the hands of one
man stationed in a ebb] sad shooting
through a knothole, r'elites the Denver
Times. They told Mr. Ronaldson
stories of whet crack shots the Dal
tons were and how they picked off
every man that appeared on the streets
with a gun.
When the Delver deputy was on the
train some steelger. entered into a con-
versation about what crack shooters
there were in Kansas about the time
the Daltons blew into Coffeyville and
secured several thousand dollars from
a bank.
Ronaldson sel:1; "Yes, there were
some good mar!zsmen there; but It is
easy to hit a men with a Winchester
In Colorado WI- use a Colt almost ex
elusively. Of t we have no crack
marksmen, lei lieve I might pick
off a prairie d( 1...,are while the train
is moving."
The stranger flashed a five-spot in
Deputy Ronaldson'a face and it was.
covered. Rcnaldson snapped out him
38-caliber Colt and without much de
liberation, and while the train was in
rapid motion, sent one Kansas pral
rie dog to the eternal sleep.
Deputy Sheriff William Ronaldson
of Denver, was five dollars to the good
and friends on the sheriff's force say
they would take a hundred similei
bets that Ronaldsen could do the same
nine times out of ten.
TALE OF A TAttLESS CAT.
Feline Had the Instinct of Caudal
Preservation Without the
Appendage.
--
"It is well known that Manx cat,
have no tails," says a writer in the
Scientific American, "only alight
stumps, and that the offspring of such
In other parts of the world, in the
drat generation at least, are in the
same abnormal condition. While liv-
ing in Scotland 30 years ago we had a
Manz kitten given to us, which, al-
though born there, was tailless. The
door of our breakfast room was sprIn-
shutting, like most of the screen doors
La this country, but opening only to-
ward the inside. Before the kitten was
fuligrown he had learned to let him-
self In by pushing mom the outside,
but never learned, although we often
tried to teach him, to pull it open from
the inside.
"It warn not, however, the opening
of the door from the outside to which
I wish to call attention—any cat could
have easily learned to do that; but the
fact that invariably, after he had so
pushed it and got his body partially
in, he made a rapid turn or whirl to
prevent the tall that was not there
(but heredity impressed on him the
fact that it ought to have been) from
being caught between the closing door
Ind its frame.
"This he did dozens of times every
day so long as we had him, and was
always willing to show off before our
neighbors, as he never seemed to, rec-
ognize the fact that he had not a tall
like his neighbors."
CORAL-REEF FINANCE.
Term Applied to the Patient, Organic
Growth of Rothschild's
Fortuna.
"In the first place." it should be re-
membered that the Rothschild fortune
La not Industrial," hays Vance Thomp-
son, who writes of "The Rothschild, of
reface," in gierybody's. "It has ab-
sorbed many industries and many rail-
ways—like the Ilene du Nord—but al-
ways by pollUsal and financial coups.
And it is the least frenzied of finance.
Dy reason of Its sloW, cold, patient ac-
cumulation one might call it (since
phrases are the mode) coral-reef
finance, so solidly bias it been built up in
the dusk and silence of the underworld
of politics.
"And the fortune of the French heuse
to-day exceeds ten ruil.larde. That
means W000.000,000, ltbaginelon bcg-
glee at so huge a sum—it seems
merely an endless caravan of ciphers.
this 10,000.000,000 of French mcney.
They own or control all the precious
metals, the prime materials, mines,
credit, the Bank of France. all the
means of transeore, both railways and
waterways—so tar as the canal system
goes—next to the city, which owes all
_public buildings, they are the greatest
owners of lands rod houses in Pnris—
round the Arc de Triomphe, the Chem pc-
Elysees, the Bole de Boulogne. the Parc
Monceau. and, notably, the Dare du
Nord. entire ',streets belong to the
Ftothschilds; their chateaux dot the
provinces; in land alone they possess
400,000 acres."
Making India Paper.
The process by which India paper is
made is a secret known to but three
living persons. When one dies another
is let into the mystery. In this way
It has been preserved ever since it was
invented by an officer In the English
army. Other thin puce's ars made,
but India paper is greedier in that
print on One sNe does not stow
through on the other.
Science to the Fore.
We And Intellect working not No
ask in literature as in the domain of
science, which has brought forth dur-
ing the last few years many strange
and wonderfel discoveries. If we have
not had the poems of a Keats or a
#11Miley, we have had wireless tele.
graph, radlux X-rays and a number of
'kindred discoveries.--TLond011 Acad.
emy.
No, my dear, I am in no condition to
go et' again to-night. You seem to
forget that all day long I have been
on my feet, talking Insurance to Peo-
ple until I'm hoarse, and all so that
you can wear good clothes and live in
a comfortable home. I haven't taken
you out for seven weeks, and you're
sick of sitting around doing the mend-
ing and wishing yell were dead?
hokey, that's a woman! That's
appreciation for a saan who slaves all
day just for a woman's sake, and
when he's so worn out that he can't
move, and his ankles ache, and his
stomach ain't in good shape, and the
barber cut his chin three tines, which
may bring on blood poisoning—in fact,
it feels ,,very queer right now—then
you haricand harp on the subject of
my not taking you out.
No, Maria, I don't want anything
put on my cuts. Leave my face alone,
I hate anyone eternally picking at ma
—I really do. And qt that snuiblas
The least little thing which happens
means you turn on the water works
Indeed! This is the first night I've
stayed home, and for all I care yew
amid go without pleasure all your
life. See here, Maria! I am out al
nikht, and why? Because I am work-
ing, woman. 'That's the reason! 'ralk.
lig insurance to men I can't find dur-
ing the day. Yes, I go to clubs and
hoten :•-rhave to, in my business.
If I didn't guzzle so much 'booze
wouldn't need to make so much mon-
ey? Maria, your language is sicken-
ing;.. booze is no word for a lady to uae
and It cuts a man to hear_ his wife,
whom he guards every wayoget log
anY of that stuff: I said it. when I
came in with a bun on, and
,
told you
I'd had some of the best -len:nen?. •
woman who, artfully worms things'ouf
of a person .when he is so tired , and
weak from overwork that he is half
crazy ought to be ashamed.
I was not drunk! At the minter here
I took one glass of beer, to revive my-
self, and that is all. I smelt like I had
taken a bath in It? Say, Maria. I hats
vulgarity. pThe reams I cassia gee-
ly was in order not to disturb pet end
the thstaks'I get are that you It up in
bed and bawl me out! I did leave lay
shoes outside in the ball, I admit, and
I put my light overcoat in the icebox
because I don't know where youksep
Wags anyway, and it seined a good
See- Keep right on la.gk ma-
dam!
What! Perhaps I don't know that I
loft only one shoe and a bottle of gin
In the ball and put the other shoe
away in the umbrella stunt liters I
always hide battles? Bahl I won't
discus it I'll take one of those
aick.el torches I have to smoke so that
you can wallow in luxury end eit over
here and read. No, I'm not going to
read the dope. I don't even know
what you mean. Did I get thesedgers
for • nickel? Yes, I did. My Jure()
that ain't a regular lie. A fellow must
tell a fib sometimes. •She'd fly clear
up and hit the sky If I told the WW1
about 'em.) Why do you turn up Mar
nose, Maria? Tan know it don't mike
a freckled pug nose any handmaid'.
Your father laughed sad latiebed
when you told him about my self-de-
and mg nickel cigars? He said
they were 25 cents each sad! must
have • pull if I gat 'em cheaper? Your
father is a confounded sledding old
idiot! Said the gang in that nee club
I'm in would trim me good, did be?
And I ought to have some one task
me to play peel and poker?
Legume bell you, Maria, I ain't been
stack for a gess since roe been in it,,
and, counting outdriului -gad smokes
a fellow's got to buy if Mee a winner,
I quit all to the good every night this
week, and—well. I'm going out!
Is that so? You were only kidding?
Your father 'hasn't been here at all?
By love Give me the Mato:int, cling-
ing wits of my mother's time. A man
Meld live in peace. Oh, yes. Ot course,
you think you've got it on me now.
Maria, just because I said what I did
Just for fun. But a woman ean never
see a joke, of course.
My mother never made nasty cracke
and snooped around in an underhand
manner, trying to catch a man in a
lie. What? You and she had a good
laugn? She's the one who put you
next about the cigars and said I'm
my father over again, all right? Hum.
Talk about a phonograph! A woman's
got 'em beat. Jabber, Jabber forever
about nothing! Rata! I sit here with
a high fever from the cold I got
standing in drafts, tending to bueness
and aching all over, and when I get
on my feet every step is agony, and
yen don't care! You don't even—Holy
Moses! Is this. Wednesday? Great
Seattt You'll -have me off toy nut
completely soon! Here the big Tam-
many parade's coming off and I've got
to walk in it and carry a flag on a
cane! I've got to go clear down to
Battery Dan's district to meet the
boys and march to Tammany hall
Where'll they think I am, and me one
of .he marshals?
The rarty could go to ruin for al)
you'd cis, I WOOS. Where's my hat
and coat? Who took eity gloves? And
theme that 50 cones I gave pad for the
refit; I might need it Spry enough on
feet to *sit six miles, am I? I
refuse to bandy words with you,
Maria! The party needs Se, and rm
on the job, set? I eel got thee to
argue it out now!—II. Y. Tees:min.
Ruined by the HumAsts.
"See here," demanded the publisher
of Anybody's Magazine, "don't you
know that winter is over? Hers's your
April number With six poems about ice
and same."
"Can't help it," sighed the weary ed-
itor. "The newspaper humorists have
got things at such a point the nobody
will submit a poem on spriag."—Chleage
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office' 306Broadway 
-Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
MAHIL, [FINGER & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KV
Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE, INSURANCE
Accident, 'Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell E3lock.
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726
Ecou,s0„,
...PLUMB .
Steam and Hot Water !hating.
Phone 133. 54d Brootta)
44,e.44a60000......440440.00. i•••4**4.44•444+1,404144•+•••44
Fir st:-Cias
Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS,
Prices Blanton'.
...,The  Largest Fortuneless
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
•
• • :per cent. compound interest : : :• 
MECHANICS
and •
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK
-227 -
Broadway, 1
NuttoWashipaiirlos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
dame. Unless, of course, you own a
HotWater orSteam S ystem
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
roots. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hann
BothPtirrrfits 201. is Smith F ottrth 3s5 Aeritinky Avenue.
..•••ral
'11
Paducah Transfer Company
(lacer portaged.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office -
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. BothVPhoneis 11
P D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
,
'Hendrick,
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ing.
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BROOKHILL
TELEPHONE
R. E. WARNE
BUILDING.
NO. 444
•
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent. .
mit Fraternity Building.
Old Phone QS Red; New Phew* xi.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
Ise NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 335
Office hours II to to a. na.. 1 to ji
p. to. and e tog p. m.
--,---
Lemon Chill
IS A OZNICRAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL
A PURE BLOOD
WILL CURE NERVOUS
BLEB AND WILL RESTORE
WEAK AND SICKLY
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT
STORES.
Tonic
CURE.
REMEDY.
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CURE FOR FOOTBALL CRAZE
Six-Xliti" Palk livery Day Will
Sort, fees an Antidote for
the Gams.
Alexander Peck, a well-to-do farm-
er, three miles south of this city, be.
Wye* he has solved the football cram
with his sem Mr. Peck, reports the
indiaaapons News, has a boy of foot-
ball age, who attends the high school
t city, and has for two years.Le
the football mania trot in-
this section he was muck sought
liter to lisla ,tho Alma/Aria taus, as
he was of athlete build and Posssased
of heroic eating*. The beg confided
We ambition to his fatbetyelso wanted
to know why ke tat Alla sot er-
genissUon that meant weekly injury
and possible !request disitguresseat
"I need the rigarelse." wea the ne-•
Wader: "I dein get mash anurolse.
to enjoy my meala"
Peck, per was amen to the inner-
11111147. "Hereafter, my eta," sald
"Instead of riding to sibs& la the
vasesing on the OwlishMIs, hgune
hi ihe iivealag, yen .walk. If that
ilea sot taishillen *Mika enerotss,
I els Sad treseethisig deb gin yes in
at tit the aseralimp mad imastaga"
%dr Wawa two years, 'dater as well
as simmer, emu* on sudsy days, the
ber Sae trudged useetasialabesty
3:Pealie 4WD eat. vaossilasthreo !gess stray, sad
boo Wog bittlisloi. kit Stoutdour it
hie ANIL • 11111sgasmas 1st his father
berths, INV* Amato hao mew to
to BWIi~gooMissiai, ailiiiirtits
reve ides . 'Seth-drarTiftla lio=stil"1
Ingle ir sale ti'illOgia 'VA of
isitiMsgss to ihropit,
Sr• .
 41W assIllbarabbp la the football
taus. km Is whys siursish to hasp lt to
IsInissit. haring • abaterIadv,öction
to a good-sised woodpile at home.
IMMENSE IRON MINES.
Them of Canada Bid lair to litu-pain
4 Any °thew la the
World.
"Canada will yet Punish to tbe world
its iron supply. It will be just the same
with iron es with wheat. A decade from
now Canada will outstrip all other coon-
Wes is wheat growing. The production
:Iron at a eheaper rate than it can beskew here will miss °amide to
ta.ki a iimilar pssiUm is tar as iron is
emieorned. Is ton years Omaha will
Ibosoms 14 - .at mstallurtgail own-atm
1 Tau will se* an iron industry is
°minion larger then in any other
in the world." This sank Dr.
P. L 'Y. Hereon, the French 'metallurg-
ical expert, inventor at the electric
, esimiting process mused In his honor.
' Pig Iron, he says, is the basis kir struc-
tural and other steer "At preassi Chin-
oda speeds $50,010,005 be 00.00,800 in
Inning steel abroad. Vtis Waasel! to
be to make that steel In this country out
I • 
ot Canadian material by the Md of
• Osaadian water power and Camilla& la-
•
• tor. Think of what it mane The re-
-button ia Canada of nI0,000,000 now
yearly spout abroad, the supplying of
the saw demand for steel rails, struc-
,tantl steel, and other elagaila of the Prod-
,ust which have arises In coassquenco
ot the country's development. the prollt-
able sale of your surplus products In for-
eign markets, sad the creation is this
-11Mtatry of numerous other industries
Mare or lean dependent on !roe and steel.
Ii Swedes the quantity of ore is sum.
-Mutt to supply the markets of the world
ter 100 yean I should say Canada has
,thStm times as mute."
I,
THIRTY ELK IN INCLOSURE
CHINA GETS NO RAILROADb
Colorado Ranchers Come Upon a
triad That Is Rare and
Valuable.
The spectacle of 30 elk ins.de ma In-
ticieuve is something rarely seen in
this country, but nevertheless mob a
sight has been witnessed by several of
our ranchers recently, and within •
few miles of Pinedale, says the Denys:
Republican.
Rm. M. J. Weettall has a school sets
Lion near the head of Willow creek,
which is entlrely fenced, making an
iaciosure a mile square. This is well
up in the mountains, and receinUy the
gate was left open, which is near tbe
trail, with the result that the elk en-
tered. -.lee" George Smith and s
party a eiders, who were out rounding
up their tea cattle, found It necessary
to ride into this pasture, and rode
right Into She herd, which immediately
led and !allowed the dine of the fence,
niaking an attempt to go thrtstiab.
The dans were without weapons
and contented themesises with watch-
ing the bunch for some Lime, and then
proceeded on their way. Ordinarily an
elk will go through batted wire fence
• .and scatter it hit 'great instances. but
,this bunch ,tild hot Oteat damage is
often done to the fences of ranchers
by these animals.
Johannesburg Court Finding.
;Dismissed because he had married, a
thitiannesburg bank clerk Obtained
time Months' eatery and 1101 ger libel
antedated In the letter of gimaissal,
4 the court remaking that any agree-
•d esent in restraint of marriage was
4 void. immoral and contrary to public
yolhw.
Nis Happiest Maur.
He—Do you remember the algid I
asked "On to marry me?
fih•—Yos, dear.
• whole hour we sat there, and
tint g word did you speak. Ah! that
eras the h Meet lour of MY life!" —
Nebo do Pr. 4
4 ; Its Point of View.
liune—See, Charlie, tint Mork hag
Ilinniggit you a nice little brother!
Charlie—Yee. that's the way! Just
SS I'm getting on in the world cam-
potHips bookoteitolioaondo MAW.
Bet Benefited In That Respect by
the Japan-Russia
War.
After the war is over China finds
herself in status quo as far as rail-
roads go. The war is credited with
Little tannic* in producing the Drain
Ucal deadlock In railway oonetrucUon
now _obtaining in the oelesUal empire.
An railroad system would be
a w,gsr worker, so great are its pos-
but while the Chinese ap-
prs need of sOnte railroading
Uns work of thelr can-
als 600111% they haver no resit:At-
tica the eivelopnisat of • country
by rat17111. The Want of goods
trump by coolie( and in northern
China by carts is almost beyond be-
get. In the istarlor of the water por-
=yed Ike aeunt17 Mahn and, canalsail the freight. What this means
can be understood fatly when it is
that there Is pasetimilly no
mirstas at all lithe more
populous and adOest parts of an em-
obi of 401,610.1* people or MOM
agint 411 t*-11aM1411 are twiroor worthy
ilhe aa e northern provinces
alerts of • tuna sort
(1041018100.• tow,
11.111Kellhaant. -111hila water-
INBIR op awes Mit seat
year We Is of aossa1117 this. saga
to as min rostoes Unit this bar
dtho :Worth has $0101. 11114111
enable la 4111'11 Intand
11161111•011c
*fa Ws Godes dews
411114011. 011111. *OM . Interior, a
• vi*l} taw evade Of world
ever. Pram the Vale sad lftal-illo of
the wet% to westrtvsr, b000ins
tr=it '00,osoo in the south, tameseem to De farmed to reach in-
land fines the emit, connecting no,
only the coast cities with the interior
Mies, but the interior cities with each
other by way of the coast as well.
About midway between the north and
south the gnat Yangtse reaches far
Into the interior, navigable almost to
the western border of the empire, and
by its tributaries offering still further
connactious with interior points.
These annum are supplemented by
meals, large and small, until the whole
laugher and Tallow river plains are a
vast network of waterways designed
originally largely for irrigation and
now used also tor transportation.
IN 'THE LEAVES OF PLANTS
atoody and Preeranee of Willits Va-
riety in the Myriad
Forms.
The wonderful variety in the shape
et leaves is anion' the ett:el source*
of beauty in the world of plants, stye
the London Spectator. They wary
from the egg-shaped leaf of
the laurel or the India rubber plant
to the intricate and exquisite "cut
tine' seen in those a the maiden-hair
fern, the yellow briarome, the scan
thus, or the lig. The "sitting" in the
different species of parsley is among
the most elaborate of all; but it would
be ditacult indeed to attempt to say
which is the most beautiful in form.
The wild geraniums are as slabosaned
as the parsleys. In some foreign
plants the leaf has the brilliant bus
commonly enjoyed only by flowers, the
poineettles snowing this in perfection
with their pure vermilion leaves at the
top of the stem. In what are known
to gardeners as "foliage plants," main-
ly from the tropical and subtropical
regions, a scheme of color is given as a
rule, by the contrast in Unt of the
ribs and veins of the leaves with the
tissues filling in the network so formed.
Minty white, bright yellow, crimson,
or red usually marks the framework of
the lea, while the "ailing" is dark
green. In other plants this scheme of
ornament is reversed.
Scents and perfumes, not leas deli-
cious than those distilled from Sow-
ers and blossoms, arc often given out
by leaves. There are those who pro-
fess to detect a purer and more deli-
cate odor in these leaf-scents than in
the perfume of flowers: and though
this is • matter of personal taste and
sensation, there is some reason to
agree with this reauement if the
sense of smell. The odor of the lemos
plant, or of the leaves of musk, and,
above all, the parttime of the sweet-
brier leaves, are among the most
"clean" and refreshing in all the cate-
gory of sweet scents.
Couldn't And It.
•_Ths nelgkhortitivish froPPICI in 0-
formally upon the Suthrons during the
evening, Mrs. Buthron suggests that if
her husband will gather some mint from
the mint bed in the garden, she will mix
for them a genuine Kentucky julep. Mr.
Suthron, who has Indulged in a matter
of seven or eight genuine Kentucky
juleps prior to the arrival of the guests,
goes willingly in search of the desired
garnishment for the drink. He re-
mains in the girtien quite awhile, and
finally the others go out to ascertain
what causes the delay.
, "Why doe't you bring the -mint in,
dear?" his wife calls.
From somewhere in the darkness
comes the testy response:
"Jane, I've eaten my way twit*
around this lot. I've chewed geranium
leaves, grass, catnip, tulips, onions, sage
and burdock, but blamed if I can find a
sprig of mint anywhere!"—Pittsburg
Dispatch.
Fore!
Here is a little golf story from the
time of King James I. Prince Henry
was about to drive off from the tee
and asked his tutor to stand out of the
way. The tutor did not hear, and an
attendant called colt. "Beware that
you hit not Master Newton." Prince
Henry drew back his hand, but ob-
served regretfully: "Had I &MO se,
bail but raid My debts.* 
.
••••••••
JEWS IN ENGI.ISH swum
The Zxcelleo.t Welcome and Plead-
ing Which They Find in Sa-
lons at Court
In England and in London, where so
many different social wheels at within
wheels, there still exist some very close
and carefully preserved circles. These
are, for the most part, composed of the
members of very old z..nd very proud
English nobility toW t...ntry, and this
coterie of Mullin- -; ..., as haughtily re-
served and as exclusive as the carefully
hedged about aristocracy of Austria or
old France, says Lady Broome, in
Ainslee's.
Regarded, however, as a whole, I do
not think I can truthfuny say that Lon-
don society is quite so drfileult to enter
or so chary of new blood and newcom-
ers as is the accredited and empowered
sad osteigbifted smart set which rules
and regulates, in, let impay. New York,
In the Ant place Loadpo 'misty to
ntuch too big andulladalanof tgo mina
diffeinat elements in Oaddriesinstahlng•
1Y Sfligiccain. into atifigoill4go tbeon-
ogoo asan who knocha for lands,
Moll mw: and geolideettons of ever,
*1stte agreeable circle. Ti welccdmee,
WW1_ _bsertY graetliii, lliOgAtti.
elbseran, intarestly vidualk Who
end •
fits.
toot that fastwiss arils* authors. he-
ti* oildhlittifttgaiikliiillsaid mrioatal
nthilefball ‘1011431111
est of Ametillialreellkaithe drawing-
seem gathering.--
gradilkgf• distinctive
41C-(101801%11111681a1114110 Ono cloor
44 101141.00 ilaelatr. $5O
than
ZgrciPtcf•-• .91.13.00 aP4 standing.Cloo arillialtrid finding' born ,laws
d'agnotomy to the salmis of private
bat at court sa welL
No deoceudants of the fellow voy-
awes of the Conqueror hold better so-
cial positions than do the Rothschild
family, for example, the Bassoons, or
the Bischoffesheims. I do not think we
can just find their equals among the so
ctal figures In any American cities, and
Lady Jessel and others of the very pur
est Hebrew blood carry their titles bj
inheritance from distinguished and
honored ancestors or by marriage trite
high Christian and English families
How muck .the Jewish element in Lou
don society makes for charm and vs
riety is easily demonstrated by the su-
perb entertainments which the heads ol
the Rothechilds and Bischoffesheim
families give throughout the season in
London and at their country homes, and
by the dignity, grace, aplomp and
beauty of many of the leading Jewish
hostesses; and in this and in the ready
friendliness with which we are apt to
meet the stranger within our social
gates we have had a leader and an ex-
ample in our crowned heed, not only of
the kingdom, but of our social world
as well.
GREAT GERMAN RESORT.
Natural Beauty and Charming Cli-
mate of the Famous Ba-
den-Baeen.
Baden-Baden. world-famed for its
curative waters, is exquisitely fair It
Its natural beauties. ant it the loving
artistic care given it by man througt,
a long stretch of 3 earls. It offers some
thing to everyone--superlative mitera.
beauty to the lover of scenery, bits cot
quiet woodland, and ruins rich in sags
for the student of the past. a rharmin;
climate and, while shorn of its formet
glamour of wickedness In gaming life
Its handsome gardens, fine hotels inc
gorgeously palatial casino hold quit(
enough to entice the lover of pleasurt
and frivolity for a stay of several weeks
writes Grace Isabel Colbron, in Four
Track News.
The gay life that once flowed up and
down the Lichtenthaler Alley, with it.$
broad roadway and splendid prom
ensde, and circulated in and about tit;
terrace and great halls of the main(
when the gaming tables attracted tilt
devotees of pleasure from all the cap
Oats of Europe, still graces Badea
Baden during the three weeks of tilt
summer racing/season. Many crownet
beads of greater and less degree cut
he seen there at that time; King Ed
ward of England, when prince of.Walcs
was a faithful visitor. Although th,
gaming tables have been suppressed, ar,
evening in the Baden-Baden castno still
bears a stamp of mundane brilliancy
which does no injustice to the tradition
of the past.
Tyrant Orchid.
"A veritable slave driver among
Flora's children is a certain little orchid
called. nodding ladies' tresses," re-
marked a budding botanist. "When the
busy bee knocks at her door and asks
for breakfast Mrs. N. L. T---- tells him
to go to the basement door. Parsing
down the raceme of blossoms, the bee
at leegth comes to the lowest and oldest
flower. There she thrusts her tongue in
through the furrowed metal and re-
leases a miniature cargo of nectar. Hay-
ing taken to heart the lesion that 'beg-
gars mutt not be choosers,' she goes at
once to the basement door of the next
member of this family and pays for an-
other sip of nectar by fertilising this
flower with the pollen brought from the
other. And so she goes systematically
if unconsciously benefiting this family of
orchid, which would disappear from the
face of the earth were it not for the feasts
It spreads for the industrious bee. Its
moral seems to be:: 'If you can't do your
oien work, get some one to do It for
you,'"
• 21,1ta Popular Novelist.
9 bear yen are at work on a sew
tweet"
"Yes.'.
"Who is to bring it out?"
"I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been offered so far is
nly $70,000, and unless the publishers
*how an inclination to be more liberal
t may burn it. I can't afford to
sheapen my work in the estitnation of
ahe publIc."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Loud Report.
was her first beau and the flint
time she was ever kissed.
prma—Graciould And did .he keep
the kiss a secret/
"I should say not! She opened the
wagon so you could hear the meek
square."—Chicago Daily News. _ _
Disgusting Stupidity.
-Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
'They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
for congress!"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife.
he's a good man, isn't he? I've
always heard people speak well of him."
'That's just it. We could have won
her. this fall with aqyhody."--Ohicago
(hied Rn.
0110111—I say, old 
4. 
It tree
that Jonah wife has--or—olciped with
your valet?
Tardy—Thal. Mel it?
Oholly—Cheer up, me boy—don't
tabs It to heart, ynow.
Sardir—Put. confoád. it. when) a,
1- Se La ,aoother such vallit?-01a7S'.
Wadi win..
No Okenes.
Ntiond—Going to convict that bur-
glier ?
Mnoonolor—It can't be dose.
atificIP4-1Wlii. she evillest* seems
0,44:40091101.
Prosecutor—Yes; but the haute he
0.101$4,11nla oocup*d by Um pregident
girth Ws insurance company.—Chloago
MIL
The Only Hope.
Hrs. Whoopler—Yon tell me, Harr
Vogieschnitzel, that my daughter can
never become a singer! Is there no hope
for her?
Herr Vegelschnitrel—Vell, matam,
you mighdt put her on a diet of canary-
seed, alretty, undt see vat dot vill do mit
her.—Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp—What do you think of Gaylord
from a moral point of view?
Blunt—Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp—Huh! In that case he must be
an anger—Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Rsculaplus was founding the science
a medicine.
"Hoye," he observed, "are only sick
ea school days, while the relatives of
woks are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.—N. Y. Sun.
That's Different.
"Bo," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nosair." replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard tar get—"
'Eh ?"
"—erway froxn."—Chicago Sun.
After Worms.
"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" asked the
mother robin of her offspring.
-Somebody told me it was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
—Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience—I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice—So he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think he's lost the combination.—Yonk-
ors Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller—Mrs. DeSplurge told ma
that the new residence they're build-
ing has five entrances.
Mr. Teller—Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing for
aw
THE BRIDE'S TAAL
Mr. Justwed—Now that we are mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
Y011.
Mrs. Justwed—What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed—You must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of me.—To-
peke State Journal.
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days that steno ir.ore.
But not for them ae I bament;
The ones I regret are those
Which some too often, like the rent.
--44. Y. Sao.
The Straight Tip.
Talkative Individual—Walter! And
how is it, then, thst you're sot allowed
to tske tips? Eh?
Waiter—Customers object, sir!
Accounted For.
Landlady—I think very
these eggs.
Starboard—Ah. heirlooms in your
family?—N. Y. Sup.
highly of
Her Point of View.
'Husband—When It con iess to money
matters two heads are better than one.
Wife--Yee th-y etrald wear mu. 2
liat:11.-•- N. Y. toq
Rushed Hapt
"My father says he feels as spry as
when ha Waal tzi. college," remarked
the pretty girl.
"Don't doubt it," replied her suitor.
"He impressed me that be was still a
college student list night."
"You don't say! In what way, liar-
ryr•
"Why, he gave me a cane rush."—
Chicago News.
.1rein Bad to Women
"NM," said Plodding Pete, as be
allw)bed into a, freight car. "I'm glad de
government dosser% own de railroads."
"Hattenes when we takes a free rids
sow As worst dst. Aeneas 11 to he Put
off. Bat if de government was mania'
de lines we'd be arrested fer grafthe
sure."—Waskington Star.
.1
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central inaintain.s Una-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, But-
let-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
road for reaching the Winter Tour
1st resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
WINIiiiiMia11111111050A4,1. 111111.91&721111
Gulfport, Mine., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican guiff
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Ressler
ocean steamship sailing* from New
At the Vaap!:-.7mmis Cass. Orleans for Mexico, Central Amon-
'Do You me the tall coca in the blue
Well, ten" 
keemewitra ea, Panama, West Indies and Europe
tall'aswawmteject-7...--,;„thwe lest ten days and i 
Send or call for descriptive matte..
n regard to the shove.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuhr is beat reached via
the r through service
"Bocciolo an Sun= can IMP kelv--' to New OfkAns and the new creme
010,0PIR/ Rild17•N1ie- liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
"Gracious! Her law must be
mat.'"
Sam Our*. S. 8. Prince Arthur
"liggalide an mu Pict..s In aam leaving New Orleans every Wedoes-
11Pielare 9.1.Str. °ski the Sible day at 4:00 p. M. and arriving at1
• "figiw mead Ake wit, skliblas with 
Immibter. "What were yoa nixed ilint Hot Springs, Ark., Florida
Fir‘ Jur
"Of Toptty. after I sew tile.14011 1‘"
answegoil the. caing
Leader.
A Joke with a Diagram.
—You're an angel," declared the
young man.
"Do you mean to tell me that I'm
masculine?" haughtily inquired the
girl.
N. B.—New York Preachers have de-
cided that all angels are of the male
sex.'—Chicago Sun.
Seclusion Necessary.
Mrs. Pionith—But how did you man-
age to keep that secret a whole weak
dear?
Mrs. Kjoneu —It wasn't hard. I sim-
ply stayed away from the Browning
club, and when callers came I sent
word that I wasn't at home.—Cleve-
land Leader.
His Good Advice.
"Yes, mother, I told him I was the
best speller in our class at school."
"And did he give you the job?"
mother, he gave ma some words
to spell, and I couldn't spell them. And
then he said I'd better go to school foe
another spell." — C4eveland Plain,
Dealer.
In the Art Gallery.
"Lovely sleeping nymph, isn't RT.'
"Ye-es."
"Do you notice the glamour the art-
ist has thrown over it?"
"No, I don't. But if it was mine I.
would throw a horse blanket over it.—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Worse Yet.
Rownder--Blame the luck, anyhow!
Lusher—What's the matter?
Rownder—Aw, my wife always aays
up for me. when I'm out late at night.
Lusher—You're lucky. Mine comes
after me.—Cleveland Leader.
The Humor of It
"Do you see anything funny about
Tighprite's latest comedy?"
"yes,- r Rwerea the cynical manager.
"It seems tiny to me that he should
have imagined it was funny."—Wasii-
ington Star.
The Pretty Stenographer.
For Waits my clerk has little ;fa.
But though she is not ye,
She makes me watch my We and
When looking In her l's
—Philadelphia Press.
"A TRIP ON THE RAILROAD."
—Philadelphia Bulletin.
ilneelmous.
"I'm saddest when I sing.- she sersamadi
Bald her hearers: -Hulls see!
She ain't the only pebble
On the beach, for so are
—Houston post.
A Lucky Circumstance.
First Insurance Financier (after tes-
tifying. nervously)—How did I acquit
myself?
Second Insurance Financier (lien*
ly)—There was no jury!—Puck.
Victim of an Imposition.
Sharpeon— You seem disappointed
with. that new society novel.
Plata—Dnutppotiliefil? dIstueted.
It's a fraud. It isn't even objection-
able—Chicago Tribune.
itascir to Oblige.
Mrs. Young—Mother says she wants
to be cremated.
Mr. Young—All right—I'll attend to
It at once. Call her, will you?—Cloy,.
land Leader.
The Dominant Factor.
"The first husband eloped with her,"
said Mies Cayenne
"And the second and third?"
"She eloped with tbem."—Washing-
ton Star.
Rind to the Limit
"Wes he kind to his famtlyr
"I should say he via. He couktal,
have been kinder It he had been sin
Insurance president"--Cleveland Plain
Dealer.
Havana at sunsisc Friday morning..
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer. Sleeping
Car Line St. Datiis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nsebvele, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
FINE TRAINS
TOO
Florida.
via'
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
AMEN1•••=1,....
"Florida Limited"--Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Denviiie, Ky, with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o a.
in. and St. Augustine to a. in. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special'—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. or., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at' Jacksonville at 8:50 p.
m. and St. Augustine at ro p in.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, obser-'ation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route..
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Poll-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. in.
' Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May 3tet, are
mow on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land on
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky." "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C..
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C..
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
TOUR EITROPZ FREE.
The Courier
-journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
• Its Quests.
The Courier-you-nal Is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted is
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to Wee on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentuichar and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from each district is to be the
one to make the tour. The eine_
teenth y-•t.r.g oman 13 to be selected
in another way. Readers c4 the
Courierjourrial are to select - th
guests for the paper, by tolilot. It is
estimated thlvt the trip a.one will
'cost the Courier-Journal about Us,-
o00 to -bay nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young women from thi: sertioa
Who is a candlidate for this tout
Write the Cott:ler-Journal, Louisville.
Ky., f- a list of candidate.' and full
de/ ,sf the tour.
4.
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For Coughs
and Colds*
Fenway
Horehoun
Drops
in 5-cent bags a
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
LOCAL NEWS
. —justice Charles -.Emery Tuesday
aunulled the aaletoiall-fikeloert H. liar-
ails' retail grocery Rock! to G. C.
Clark; for $7e. The :stock was sold
-..
to satisfy $500 worth Of outstanding
debts asiatinse,,kkerrisverhn ;did btuti-
tieStaVal i Jet a :and Thinbk. Clark
bought it for $7,s, but not 'executing
a sale bona,. Ow sok was annulled.
and goodallailè. re-sold under or-
dere- 4.- thelusts court.
-alikart- Levy:- -the South Secor.
ier and general merchant
:.Tyesday that
me the evening before somsa
woe tote a pair of trousers from each
of
tfw
. ':aftweinies" that stand out in
Iron for display purposes.
lltotieea-C. & of A.
.414.,ntsa*crs of -the C. .K. of
le. are requested to -attelad the tuts-
eral of Bro. Phillip Ashoff at St.
Francis ,De. Saks. church, Friday
morning at 9,Vplock.
• H. SIIIDERritres.:
STREET
CLEANING
(Oontinutd From First Page.)
the city. IA orten laid it off, placed
a thin skim of gravel on top the
thoroughfare., turned the streets
*err to ' the city, claiming the thin
skim consisted of an improved high-
way, and nos.- 'wants the municipality
to maintain the thoroughfares. The
board of wor..s claims the thin skim
does not cor ditute a graveled and
improved thorlughfare, therefore se-
lected, Hampton avenue which will
be grded an-1 well graveled as of
original construction, and the cost
charged to tie abetting property
owners, who sarerywhae in the city
have to pay for this expenditure
when a dirt street is converted into
a graveled one. The board of works
directed the so-et inspector to make
a chciice of s- street 'to be im-
proved in thi . ner and after that
is done others be improved like-
wise. ,
A culvert to drain off surface water
is needed on Ellis avenue, near
Twelfth street, ara the street in-
spector' wanted permission- to con-
struct it, but it was referred to the
City solicitor to see if the public
Streets there _have been dedicated to
the municipality, as the board does
tort want'eny work done upon priv-
ate thoroughfares at public cost.
The sidewalks along Bkoadway,
near the Illinois Ceneral railroad
trecks pee at Eleventh street, are
ai dirty and bad condition. The in-
direeted to have the
4..cet, force clean them off.
When anything is weighed upon
the city scales, City Weigher Mendot
Johnson jots down the weight upon
the ticket that is given back to the
driver for the concern selling the
stuff to any other. As the city ma-
terial bought is all weighed over
these stales, and the board of works
would like to know the weight, with-
out having to 'refer to the ticket
given laa,ck to the seller, he was re-
quested to jot down the weight also
cot the ticket that goes in the city
fines whe nanything is bought forIs its. way..-fir ,old cure may be the public. In this manner the cityall right, tut wan:in -seldom feels the department will not -have to dependspeed of the Ore until his gold is all
upoa the weight. noted-, on ricketsgone 
that the weigher girea back to the
perrson or firm selling the municipal-
ity material.
The board of works will this after-
noon at their adjourned session have
the joint street committeec from the
municipal legislative boards to meet
with them in order to talk over
many improvements referrel jointly
to this committee and the board of
works. The se sion commences atWily, but at night drew on, it got
cialder.' Along about ci oclotk it •
commenced sleeting and this dropped
back into rain which froze on strik- DRovE wiFE
big the street, heildings and fences.
It grew much colder, until at 2:30
o'clock thi sniorning the themome-
ten- stood at 28 „degrees. The wind
was in the north awl very cold.
CHANGEABLE.
'AU kinds of weather prevailed yes-
terday, last night and early this
morning a slow falling rain started
eontinuance of the same. Yesterday
morning a slow falling rain strated
and thii continued throughout the
day. The atmosphere was net very
•
PritaSONALS
Deputy.. I.:. Ss. Marshal Wade
Brown a aktetciuon -yitaarday on,,,,.
business,. -..e"'" s ' t... # .'
Rev. G. it(Ofei - f Russell -
ville, Ky., itlftiatola
a- g 
the First
Baptist revi 
Mr. Etnmmett Milton Jones, of
Chicago. is here.
Akta_ Ilt... J.. H. Gentry, .of Lietch-
Seldvtitee here visitings'for a dew
Mr. John Dulaney yesterday went
Davalearejor his health.
Mr. ffeni Weisscnger and child-
ten, of " Louisville, have returned
Ionic attar visitiug the family ,of the
former's father, Captain George Q.
Hart.
Miss Mininc Butterfield. the mil-
Wrier of chicago, rteurned lad eve-
ning to nititiN!* her place for the
season with Mrs. Cora Williams
Clark.
Mr. William P. Hooking left yes-
terday for Caruthersville, Mn., to
locate, having taken a position with
large wholesale house there. For
-161-fir-b-e- has"teen traveling
selesman for the Livingston whole-
sale reroce-y of iiism ,
FOR SALE CHEAP.
IIVEL
12-FOOT
SHOW CASES
WITH COUNTERS.
for particulars ask or
write
R. W. WALKER
• , INCOR
Breve"
bah
op
4 &dock.
FROM HOME
GRACE GRAHAM CLAIMS
JAMES GRAHAM FORCED
HER FROM HOME.
G. W. Tanner Filed Suit Against K.
W. Benton for $2,000 Damages
on °found He Was Injured.
Yesterday in the circuit court there
was filed suit for divorce by Grace
Graham. against James Graham.
They,msgrried 'Pune 1st, ton, and
livistrtogetber until /Birch 1st, mos,
pe which the plaintiff 'dolma the de-
Jendant chore her away from him,
with warning never to return. Be-
sides this alleged crueity the wife
contends Graham has wasted his
estate, been guilty of mistreatment
to her, and become addietad to strong
drink. Besides the divorce the wife
ask to be given back her maiden
name of Grace White
Wants arapoo Lie/nage*.
-- fWimageswaskd
the the court by G. W, Tanner
against E. W. Benton for injuries
plaintiff claims he received when de-
fendant assaulted him January 26th,
of this year, out about Ninth and
Ohio streets.
Tanner taught in the city's col-
ored schools several years ago, but
went to Illinois. Over there his wife
lerthim and came back here and went
to teach in the schools herself. Tan-I
ner came back here and claiming
Benton who is principal of the col-1
ored schools, was the cause of Tan-
ner's wife leaving him, filed charges
before the school board against Ben-'
ton, but the trustees refused to con-.
shier therm Tanner and Benton then
met one Suodoy last Janua -y out on
She South Side and some fighting and
display of pistols resulted. Both
fined $50 and costs, Benton paying
Banks in Politick
SENATE COMMITKE DRAFT
BILL MAKING IT FELONY
Washington, March 13.—The sen-
ate committeee on privileges and
elections today instructed Senators
Foraker, Knox and Bailey to exam-
ine the bills before the senate to
prohibit national banks from contrib-
uting money for campaign purposes
and report whether in their opinion
any of these measures if enacted in-
to law would prevent such evils in
the future.
The action taken is the. result of
a hearing grver n Senator Tillmansto-day in support of his resolution
directing an inquiry whether since
March 4, 1903, any payments have
been make by national banks to carry
en any political campaigns. The
committee thinks such 'contrubutions
should be prohibited and that there
should be a law making it a felony
for any officer of a bank to contrib-
ute funds of the bank to aid a cam-
paign.
Mk. Tillman said that in the cam-
paign of 1896 he knew of one city
where seven banks contributed to
political funds, the amount aggregat-
infi $16,000 or $17,000. He would give
the name of the city aid banks -f
necessary. The best policy, it was
argued, would be to prevent such
contributions in the future and with
that end in view the subcommittee
was appointed.
Representative John Sharp Wil-liams of Mississippi addressed the
house committeee on the election of
president, vice president and repre-
sentatives in congress today on his
bill to prevent railways and national
banks from contributing money to
ciimpaign funds or for using money
in influencing either state or nation-
al legislation. Mr. Williams said his
bill was not designed to interfere
with election systems "but merely to,
prevent corporations from misusing
the public's money and, to put it
plainly, is an effort to prevent 'high-
toned theft.'"
- Recover Pianos
ALDERMAN MILLER RETURN-
ED FROM ATENDING BANK-
RUPT COURT.
Alderman W. T. Miller, the piano
dealer, returned yesterday morning
from Trenton, Tenn., where he went
to appear before the bankrupt 4•.crt
ard claim a piano he sold to John
Powers, of Rutherford, Tenn., and
who was forced into bankruptcy.
Mr. Miller sold Powers the piano on
consignment and the court will menit back to him. lie has alieadsnore-
covered six other pianos, he (mid
Powers, the Paducahan catching the
instruments at the depot before they
w re delivered at Rutherford to the
coosignee.
City Suit
Yesterday the appellate court re-
versed the local circuit court lia •the
suit of E. C. Terrell against the
Cty of Paducah, and Paducah Ele-
vator and Mill company. Terrell
graveled and graded Washingtonfrom, First street. --He stied the ele-
vator company that ownes the flour
mill building and got judgment
againts the city for its half of the
cost, and the Itigation was taken tothe appellate bench, is hieh no wre-
aerses the local court, that tocans the
city will have to pa yits part of the
work alto
WANTS
FOR SALE—A good grocery
stock. Located in a good part of
the city. Reason for selling, change
of business.
Address, Box S. S. Paducah, Ky.
FOR RENT—Eight-room brick
residence in West End, with bath.
etc. Apply to L. S. DuBios.
TAKEN UP—Stray mouse colored
mule, throe years old, very poor.
Taken up three miles out on Bland-
ville road. Ring old phone 1014'
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
heat, eici Washington St., Telephosa
1832.
WANTED—At once, good cook.
Good 'home yard wages to right per-
son. None but good cook need a-
ptly. 822 South Fourth street.
WANTE1rt—TO buy for cash, -a
four or fiste room house. Address P.
O. box fag, giving location and
price.
Hotel Manag
MR. MURPHY INFORMED MR.
REED HE WOULD COME
NEXT WEEK.
Me. Charles Reed and Mr.
Mrs. Ed. Noble returned last
fling from Chicago, where they
been since last Sunday, the two lat-
ter purchasing fixtures and furniture
for their new home in the West End.
While in the Windy City Mr. Reed
saw Mr. Frank Murphy, who will
become the ne wmanager for The
Palmer, add who announced dust he raised of eachwould not get here until some time
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"She's the sensation of, the stage today." "You will make a fuss
over this girl." "Original a nd unique." So different from
all others. "Must be se en to be appreciated."
Eva Tanguay
IN THE UP-TO-DATE MUSICAL TRAVESTY.
THE SAMI30 CM.
By Harry B. Smith and Gustave Kerker, author and com-
poser of "The Bell of New York."
THE ONE BIG HIT OF THIS SEASON.
Artistically and financially. If you miss it you'll be sorry.
-
.Mattagement of Jos. M. Gaites.
411.11/CES-29c, 35c, soc, asc, $z.00 and 1117.50
Seats CM sale Thursday at 9 a. in,
next week to take charge. He ex-
pectsato bring along with him the
Chicago architect who is to design
the changes in the hotel building
arrangements.
Finish August tat.
Contractor George Katterjohn yes-
terday stated that he estimated the
Elks' new building on North Fifth
street could not be completed and
ready for use until about the first
of 'next August. There is a world
of work in erecting a costly structure
of this
have to
time on
nature, and the contractors
calculate upon losing much
account of bad weather.
Without a Hitch.
President George Langstaff. of the
f.angstaff-Orm company, yesterday
said their new saw-mill did some-
thing never before equalled that of
starting off without a hitch or loss
of a maments' time. Ordinarly
:ashen any mill shuts dcnvn for a few
a4teks1 and then starts up, it takes
several days to get things straight-
ened up for constant and uninter-
rupted operation, but with his bran
'new mill this did not arise, the ma-
/chinery working properly ever since
'starting Tuesday. This shows the
superior class of mechanism and ex-
cellent workmanship of installing it.
Wanted the Dog.
The city marshal of Clarksville,Tenn., yesterday telephoned Captain
Frank Harlan of the police force, to
search the steamer Buttorff that gothere yesterday from that city, for afine dog that was stolen from agentleman there, and which thief is
supposed to have brought the caninehere on this boat. The craft Was
gone over on arrival here but nodog could be found, the officers of
the steamer reporting that none hadbeen brought aboard.
his assessment in money, while Tan-
ner laid his out in the city ja
Tiannee sues Benton for damages 
forl. Now, Foot_ ofi
ceived 4:iy Benton assaulting him the
the injuries he Maim
So 
s to have re-
nday; in question.
,, --
 
We St. KCI11 Those physicians in London who, S 'T!'are willing to be called at night, ha'-
red lanterns attached to their hotises.
Slueth. Will Return. 
_
 f3vterttve "Mifflin\ Baker- will re-
turn tilts morning from Lexington,
Ky., where he took Richard Yeltima,
charged with stealing an overcoat,
and who was arrested here and taken
back. He
 also took, Dewey Trout
man up to the state reform schoo
there
Downtown .0ffice.
The business men of the city are
circulating a petition, that is getting
signatures of everybody requesting the
Illinois Central railroad to open,
down in the city a ticket and freight
office so as to prevent the people
from having to go to the Union de-
pot, or Sixth and Campbell freight
depot to transact any business they
may have with the road. After the
signatures of everybody are gotten,
the document will be handed to Gen-
eral Agent John T. Donovan, who.
will forward it to headquarters, ftSt
decision which conclndes whether or
not the wish will be granted.
Farmers' Institute.
Yesterday morning in inc council
chamber at the City Hall. the-newly
organized Farmers' Institute held its
big meeting, with about too far
in attendance. Mr. Hubert Vree
state commissioner of agricultu
Frankfort, could not come to ad
the body, but sent his assistapt,W. H. Scherfitts who addrtaikd:
fifirrenCilioveing the yield of diffe
ent products in this state, and the
outlining what should be done. Hi
address was very interesting and
structive, and showed the agricult
al depatment had well in hand the
farming upgrowth of the state. After
the meeting, that was presided over
by President Gip Husbands, every
farmer present enrolled as an insti-
tute member, and promised to do all
• eir power for upbuilding of the
e. • tin the afternoon the farm-
wet* addressed by Mr. James A.
w, the chsuitauqua man of Bloom-ington,
The institute will, now commence
canvassing the county. to see what
character of products the differentfarmers prefer raising, and in this
way see what can be done. this sum-
o*, towards increasing the acreage
aL.
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Richard Carle Amusement Co. Esi-
teeprisa. . .
CHAS. MARX& General Kroger.
America's Premier Playas Playwright. •
Richard Carle
Presents himself in Ins latest Farci-
cal Opera' Triumph,
Excellent M Mayor of Tokio
Performance sePrcwwd by a swab "i"" °‘90 Players. lacarlitg
THE DASHING PEANUT BAL-
LET,
THE DAINTY GEISHA GIRLS,•
and the famous
SLUE RIBBON Bir.nY
. US.
•
EAGLES MINSTREL THOROUGH
SUCCESS LAST
NIGHT.
Miss Sue Temple Wilt Tomorrow
Leonia( Present Lecture for
Schools Other Social Features.
The Eagles' minstrels last evening
were a thorough success, as regardsthe perfection . and entertaining min-tier in which each participant pre-
sented his part, from the standpoint
of attendance, it was not so good, asthe unusually inclement an-S severe
weather prevented more than JODbeing present. Those there though
were fully repaid for braving the ele-
ments, and were furnished huge en-joyment until to:33 o'clock.
On account of the bad nisht the
Eagles will again in about two
weeks put an the minstrels so others
can attend,p.hundreds wantedto go kilt Fained by the rain,
sleet and winds.
School Lecture.
'Tomorrow evening at the Wash-ington building auditorium Miss Sue-
Temple will deliver her stereoptican
lector* regarding the habits and cus-
toms of Japapese. She is a very
talented Paducah woman who spent
much' time in that Oriental country,
and gathering up many views, Which
ehe still exhibit with the stereoptican
for the young people of the high
school dramatic club, under whose
auspices she.„hai consented to melte
the address. 
-"A small charge will be
mad*. and the entire public is cor-(platy invited.
Spring Festival,
The Paducah Carnival association
has-'selected the week from. April 30th
to My 5th as the time far givingitdJ,kpiisish, the attractions. for which
will fnfnisbed by the Cosmopoli-
tan company that was given the con-
toilet laSt week. The Central Nbor
body*, n6t yet decided on its date
for .
ih-
. spring festival that will be
the ret by the organized labor
bodies of the city.
Dramatic Club.
her.-Ittrepli
ho layed middle man for the Eagle
refit last night, is organizing a
be club” for this city, the
era to be only those possesing
onic ability, with object to
give a series of entertainments. For
rears he followed the stage and it
'Wand in all parts he takes.
atsia 
Three carloads of Gorgeous Scenic
Electrical and Coat tune Novelties
A Scintillating Aladdin-like Achieve-
ment of
LIP& COLOR BEAUTY, MIRTH.
Prices: Entire Orchestra
floor $1.60; Balcony_, 56,75 and $1.00; Gallery,25 and 35.
Seats on sale. Saturday, p a. ma.
It pays to, buy the best
watch
 you can &Ord.*
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let as show you.I
-J.L w-o-LF-Fi
Jeweler,1327 Broadway
ADMAN CO
PROMPT DELIVERY._
hm 13c Bushel.
Nut... 12c Bushel
th Telephones 254
Coal Co.11€kv
Incorporated.
